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ABSTRACT

Deterministic physical influence control of interface motion with time dependent

boundary cooling is presented for ice-water solidification processes. The required

time dependent boundary conditions are predicted by an inverse numerical method to

produce a desired phase interface motion. By applying the predicted boundary

temperatures from the numerical simulation to the bottom surface of a test cell in an

experimental study, the ice-water interface movements for various desired interface

motions could be controlled. The experimental study was performed in a rectangular

test cell and cases of different phase interface movements wer.e considered. In the

LabVIEW environment, the control process was implemented automatically and the

temperatures were measured by a group of thermocouples. It was observed that

different phase interface motions occurred at varying interfacial temperature $adients,
thereby having structural impact on the resulting solidified materials. It was also

observed that water supercooling occurred during the ice-water solidification process.

Its effects on the phase interface processes were noted. Comparisons between

measured and desired phase interface positions during the ice-water solidification

processes show close agreement. As a result, it is considered that the cunent studies

give useful contributions over past control schemes based on non-deterministic

methods.
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NOMENCLATURE

specific heat (Jlkg K)

thermal conductivity (Wm K)

latent heat (J/kg)

time (s)

temperature (K)

enthalpy (J)

free energy (J)

entropy (Wm K)

sensitivity coeffi cient

intemal energy (J)

Stefan number

phase interface position (m)

coordinates (m)

phase interface velocity (m/s)

density (kg/m3)

shape function

local coordinates

reference length (m)

time step (s)

general scalar variable

thermal diffusiv ity, a = L çm2ls¡
pc
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

l.l BACKGROUND

Three physical states of matter are encountered on earth, i.e., solid, liquid, and gas.

cooling of a liquid below its freezing point usually results in solidification. The

transformation from liquid to solid involves phase change heat transfer. such phase

change arises in many scientific and technological applications, ranging from casting

solidification of metals, to phase change materials for energy storage. other examples

include plastic injection molding, extrusion, icing of aircraft and power lines and

weldíng. This thesis examines phase change of pure materials, parlicularly for
controlled solidification in materials processing applications.

Figure 1.1 (a) shows a pure material (single-component) phase diagam. In this figure,

temperature is plotted against time when a liquid cools slowly. As the liquid is cooled,

the temperature of the liquid decreases with time. when the liquid is cooled to the
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Íìeezing point (2,), the temperature of the liquid remains constant and both solid and

liquid phases can exist simultaneously in equilibrium while the liquid-solid phase

change occurs. After the liquid is transformed to solid, the temperature of the solid

decreases with time as it is cooled. In the solid, the molecules vibrate around fixed

equilibrium positions, while they may skip between these positions in the liquid.

Atoms in the liquid phase are more energetic than those in the solid phase. The

difference in thermal energy levels between liquid and solid states is called the latent

heat. As depicted in Fig. 1.1 (b), solidification of liquid requires the removal of this

latent heat and the structuring of atoms into more stable lattice positions.

In many engineering processes such as casting, welding, soldering and extruding,

liquid-solid transformations must be well understood. Such phase change involves

heat transfer, release of latent heat, possible supercooling, and changes in

thermophysical properties. In solidification processes, heat is extracted across the

boundaries and solidification often stalts there. The latent heat of fusion is released at

the solidJiquid interface. Then, this amount of thermal energy is transported to the

boundaries tbrough the previously solidified layer. With different cooling rates at the

boundary, the solidification velocity and temperafure gradient at the phase interface

become functions of time.

During solidification, the phase interface microstructures are lar.gely determined by

the phase interface velocity and the interfacial temperature gradients [1]. Different

liquid temperature gradients at the phase interface, and different phase interface

velocities lead to solidification processes forming different interfacial stnrctures, i.e.,

planar, cellular, dendritic and equiaxed dendritic. Material properties at a macro-scale

are related to the structure's morphology at the micro-scale. As reported by Oblak,

Avsec and Marcic [2], the thermophysical properties of solids depend on micro-scale

vibrations and binding energies between atoms in the crystal structure. Therefore, the

material quality and thermophysical propefties of a solid are largely affected by the

shape, temperature gradient, and velocity of the solidJiquid interface during
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solidification. Effectively controlling the phase interface motion is cr-itical to the

improvement and refinement of various materials processing technologies.

lntemal energy

(b)

Figure I .1 Liquid-Solid Phase Change Problem
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In this research, the aim ofphase interface motion control in a solidification process is

to ultimately achieve specified properties and structures ofthe solidified material. It is

anticipated that effective phase interface control could establish a desired interface

shape and velocity with better resulting material properties.

1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Consider solidification in a region (Fig. 1.2) occupied initially by a pure liquid at a

temperature 7,i,, while 2,, will denote the phase change temperature. Since the top, left

and right boundaries of the cavity are insulated, no temperature gradients will occur in

the liquid region normal to these boundaries and the position of the phase interface

will be controlled by the temperature at the bottom boundary of the cavity. The

conductivity, density and specific heat are assumed to be tempel.ature independent. In

order to obtain a desired material quality, the interface characteristics (interface shape,

temperafure gradient, and velocity) need to be controlled by adjusting the temperature

at the bottom boundary with time.

The objective of this study is to control this phase interface motion, as well as the

temperature gradient at the phase interface, so that the phase interface will move

upwards at a specified rate by adjusting the bottom surface temper.ature.

In general, when a cold temperature is applied to different surfaces of the rectangular

test cell, it produces different liquicl flow pattems in the test cell (see Fig.l.3). If a side

wall is set as the cold surface (see Fig. L3 (a)), the resulting temperafure differences

in the liquid can induce natural convection and liquid motion in the test cell. If the top

surface is cold (see Fig. 1.3 (b)), liquid moves downwards due to the density gadients
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established by the temperature differences therein. For freezíng from below (see Fig.

1.3 (c)), naturai convection does not occur during the phase transformation, and heat

conduction is the sole mode ofenergy transfer for the one-dimensional problem.

Liquid

I¡terface

Solid

r(t)

Figure 1.2 Problem Description

However, water is different than most materials, as its solicl phase of ice has a lower

density than the liquid phase (water). Therefore, in order to avoid natural convection

effects and maintain a one-dimensional problem, the bottom surface is set as the

cooling surface. The downward forces due to adherence and weight of the ice exceed

its upward buoyancy, so the ice does not detach from the wall and rise upwards,

despite its lower density than water. In this thesis, due to expansion of the ice in the

volume, a small gap is constructed ín the test cell during an expedment. In this study,

the bottom surface is set to be the cooling surface instead of the top surface, and the

problem is assumed to be a one-dimensional heat conduction problem.
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Figure 1.3 Different Flow Pattems

1.3 LITERATURE REVIE1V

solidJiquid phase change problems have attracted considerable theoretical and

experimental attention due to their wide range of applications. They have generated

substantial literature during the past few decades. In this section, a literature review of
past numerical simulations and experimental studies, respectively, is outlined.

1.3.1 Numerical Simulations

Deterministic methods based on numerical solutions of the goveming equations of
solidJiquid phase change have been documented previously [3]. Unlike pure

materials such as water, certain dendritic, columnar and other microstructutes are

found during solidification of alloys [4]. In addition to the energy equation, it has

been shown that entropy and the Second Law have special significance in

solidification processes [5-6], as well as melting processes, such as previous studies

Tcold[I-EI
ll Sorid l¡
l.l----, -Ll
ll ""io 

I 
l¡

| +'8==:.;S{,.;l

(b)
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by Ho and Viskanta [7]. However, these studies have generally entailed direct

problems, whereby certain boundary conditions are specified, and the resulting

interior temperature distributions are calculated. Extensive research studies have

examined direct problems in heat transfer with phase change. The rnethods for these

problems, including anallical and numerical methods, have been well developed [B].

Unlike these direct methods, an inverse method is used in this thesis for purposes of
deterministic control of the solidification process.

The inverse heat transfer problem is concemed with the estimation of a required

boundary heat flux, or temperature, based on intemal measurements or a desired

intemal process behaviour. It is well established that an inver.se p¡oblem is much more

difficult to solve numerically than a direct problem [9], due to challenges involving

uniqueness, ill posed conditions, propagation of boundary value fluctuations into the

domain, and others.

The inverse heat transfer problem has been applied to two main areas: (i) the Inverse

Heat Conduction Problem (IHCP) [10-13] and (ii) problems involving phase change

[14-18]. In the Inverse Heat Conduction Problem, the unknown boundary

temperatures or heat fluxes are estimated by utilizing transient temperatute

measurements at one or more interior location's of the specified domain. This type of
inverse problem has been the subject of considerable research. However, in the

second case, additional effects of phase change during solidification and melting

problems provide further challenges in inverse modeling. In these problems, the

temperature and the interface velocity may be prescribed at the phase interface. The

required temperature and heat flux at the stationaty boundary of the domain are tlien

unknown; these values must be determined by the numerical fonnulation. Due to the

presence of a moving interface, the phase change problem can become strongly non-

linear in the interfacial heat balance, and as a result, there are only lir¡ited studies

dealing with inverse heat conduction problems involving phase change.
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Past inverse methods involving phase change can be categorized into the following

overall groups: (i) anal¡ical method, (ii) front-fixing merhod, (iii) ffont-tracking

method and (iv) fixed domain method. There are only a limited number of anallical
solutions available (mainly one-dimensional problems). In the flont-fixing method

and the f¡ont-tracking method, the solid and liquid regions are treated separately and

the phase interface is explicitly handled as a moving boundary. For the front-fixing

method, the moving interface is fìxed with an appropriate coordinate transformation

and the interface becomes effectively stationary. This method introduces numerical

complexity due to coordinate transformations. Zabaras [14] used a fi.ont-fixing

method to obtain the solution of several one-dimensional inve¡se solidifìcation

problems. A finite element method with a future time-stepping techrique rvas

employed in this study.

Front-tracking methods involve defoming and moving finite elements or finite

difference grids. The mesh is continuously noving while adapting to the fi.eezing

interface motion. Katz and Rubinsky [15] developed a front-tracking finite element

method for the study of the invelse one-dimensional conduction heat transfer problern

with phase change. Zabaras and co-workers [16-17] solved two-dimensional phase

change problems by a front-tracking rnethod. A boundary element analysis was usecl

in conjunction with Beck's [10] sensitivity analysis. The solutions were stabilized at

large time levels by a future time-stepping technique. This method offer.s the

advantage of clearly separating the two phases along a boundary delineatecl by the

mesh. However, the mathematical algorithms required to appropriately adjust the

mesh are generally very complex. In many instances, this approach is computationally

intensive, and often difficult to implernent in conventional schemes, such as finite

element or finite volume techniques.

Fixed-domain methods [18] do not change the initial spatial disc.etization mesh.

These methods involve the assumption of a continuous solid - liquid rnixh.rre (i.e., no

intemal gas voids). The problem is formulated in a way whereby the phase interface
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conditions become implicit within the conservation equations themselves (i.e.,

equations applied at the interface and all other regions within the fixed domain). Then,

appropriate heat source terms, or an effective specific heat for representation of the

latent heat, may be introduced and a single differential equation is solved over the

whole domain (solid and liquid). This method has the advantage of a single numerical

implementation in both phases. voller [18] introduced a method to solve the inverse

one-dimensional Stefan problem based on an enthalpy fonnulation. The discretized

inverse equations are obtained by a control volume approach and a time-stepping

scheme. In this approach, the finite difference method is used and the value of the

liquid fraction can be used to track the progless of the solid-liquid phase interface. An

iterative technique is adopted such that the solution provides a specified movement of
the phase interface.

There are two commonly used techniques in fixed-domain rnethods, i.e., effective

specific heat technique and heat source term technique [19]. These two techniques

establish a total enthalpy, H,by an effective specific heat (called the eftèctive specific

heat technique) or a heat source term (called the heat source temt technique) to

account for the latent heat evolution in the governing energy equation. The effective

specific heat technique often exhibits more stable behaviour. In the source term

technique, source terms often cause diverging iterations, particularly for problems

with highly nonlinear source terms in the solidification problern. In these problems,

source term linearization is necessary, so the nonlinear latent heat relationship is

expressed in an approximate linear form. As a result, achieving a converged solution

depends on how well the source term is linearized. Also, when a source tenn is

linearized such as.!=S"+$Ç (where.l" and $ refer to the constant part of ,g ancl the

coefficient of Ç respectively, and Ç refers to the tempel.ature at point p), the

coefficient Sp must be negative (Patankar [20]). In many cases, thìs is clifficult to

achieve and divergence of the iterations occurs. As a result, this thesis develops a

fixed-domain method based on the effective specifìc heat technique.
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Recently, several studies have been performed by numerical simulation for purposes

ofsolidification control [21-23]. Zabaras and Yuan [21] used a dynamic prograrnming

methodology for the solution of the two-dimensional inverse stefan design problem.

A significant drawback of this approach appears in the case of temperah-rre-dependent

thermal properties. Frankel and Keyhani [22] developed a weighted residual

methodology, whereby the temporal variable is treated in an elliptic fashion. This

approach does not exhibit any ofthe s¡'rnptoms associated with the solution of mildly
ill-posed formulations. Hale, Keyhani and Frankel [23] present an inverse

methodology that permits independent control of the interfacial temperatur.e gradient

during a solidification process. These developments provide important progress in the

development of advanced materials with improved mechanical properties.

1.3.2 Experimental Studies

Experimental studies are important for detailed physical understanding of the phase

change processes. Experimental studies will verify the practical feasibility of
implementing an interface motion control in this research. Also, experirnental

measurements are necessary for validation of numerical predictions.

Past experimental studies have investigated specific tl.ansport processes cludng

solidification and rnelting, such as macrose$egation and inter-dendritic convective

flows. Flood and Davidson [24] documented the fonnation of centerline

macrosegregation in aluminum cast ingots, including the sensitivity to casting speed

and ingot thickness. solute redistribution due to inter-dendritic florv in the rnushy

zone has been reported by Maples and Poirier [25]. Close similarity to dendntic

solidification of metal alloys is achieved by experimental studies involving aqueous

mixtures, such as sodium chloride - water (Hayashi and Komorì [26]) and arnmoníum

chloride - water (Szekely and Jassal [27]). Dendritic forrnations [27] and ¡rlanar.

interface movement [28] have been reported.

10
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Recent studies have outlined certain characteristics of rnicrogravity solidification

processing. ln particular, cahoon, chaturvedi and randon l29l have outlined different

microstructures during microgravity solidification, when compar.ed to similar

conditions in unit gravity. Such differences arise fi.om lower dendrite growth

velocities, due to the absence ofconvective mixing in the microgravity ingots.

Micro-scale processes affect the movement and position of the phase interface. For

binary mixtures, pockets or channels of liquid are entrapped rvithin the solid matrix

during dendritic solidification. Anisotropic charactedstics ol the tivo-phase

permeability may be needed to properly accommodate this momentum transport, as

documented and experimentally validated by Yoo and Viskanta [30]. For rapid

interface movement, clyne and Kurz [31] outline the effects on cer.tai' equilibrium

conditions at the phase interface. Experirnental studies of interface tr.acking usually

involve temperature and / or fluid velocity measurements. photographic obselvations

of the interface characteristics and motion are often recorded during the phase change.

Doering et al. l32l have utilized digital image processing, ADV (Acoustic Doppler.

velocimeter) and a counter-rotating flume for experimental studies of ri'er ice

processes. River ûazil and anchor ice processes entail supercooling of the water

below the equilibrium freezing point. But during cooling and solidification,

temperatures are not always observed to decline monotonically. For exarnple,

recalescence has been observed by previous researcher.s, i.e., ternperature dse

corresponding to rapid release of latent heat from a fieezing crystal (Burton et al.

[33]). This unusual phenomenon and others suggest that there retnains a sh.ong neecl

for further experimental studies of solid - liquid phase change.

Past experimental studies have also elucidated the importance of entropy transpoÍ

during solidification (Naterer [5] [6]). During solid - liquid phase change, ciendritic

arms usually grow in a direction corresponding to the maximum thenlal

ineversibility since they are aligned with the heat flow direction. past expedmental

II
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studies have shown that a positive rate of entropy change can indicate the duration

and magnitude of local reheating during ¡ecalescence [6]. It is anticipatecl rhat other.

useful information can be provided with such entropy based measurements. For

example, the microstructure formation depends on molecular disorder at the phase

interface, which is characterized by entropy and the Second Law. Other examples of
such entropy based insight include oxidation phenomena, corrosion and

semiconductor defects.

Past literature concemed with experimental control of interface motion is relatively

limited. Phase change processes can be effectively controlled by utilizing process

models in an inverse man¡er and a real-time manufacturing environment. Demirci and

Coulter [34] carried out a neural networ*-based intelligent control in molding

processes successfully. The control strategy was developed such that a desired flow
progression can be specified and the controller rvill take corrective actions during the

molding process. The method used in this control process can be classifiecl as a non-

deterministic method. Non-deterministic methods refer to conventional control

methods, such as PID control and neural networks. A recent experimental study rvith

temperature measurements, involving directional solidifrcation of metals, rvas

presented by Alkemper, Sous and co-workers [35]. The method offered better control

of the solidification process due to direct optical investigation of the solidification

process. It allows an operator to independently select values for the velocity of the

solid-liquid interface during solidification, intetface acceleration and the ternper.ature

gradient ahead of the phase interface. However, the drawback of non-detenninistic

methods is that they are not based on a solution of the governing equations. Therefore,

a pÍocess model can only be applied to certain problems, while processes in new

problems and new geometries are unknown.

Other past experìmental research has dealt specifically rvith heat transfer durjng phase

change, but without deterministic thermal control as developed in this thesis. Viskanta

and co-workers [36-37] performed experiments involving solid-liquid interface

L2
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motion during phase change. Ho and Viskanta [36] reported heat transfer data cluring

melting of n-octadecane from an isothennal vertical wall of a rectangular cavity. The

experiment [37] measured solidJiquid interface positions duling solidihcation from

below and above, as well as melting from above and below with a Lipowitz metal.

Recent heat transfer experimental studies of solidification with water have been

presented by Kowalewski and co-workers [38-40]. Transient and steady natural

convection in a differentially heated cube filled with water were investigated

experimentally with Particle Image Velocimetry and Thermography techniques. These

techniques are based on computational analysis of the color and displacement of
thermochromic liquid crystal tracers. They can be applied to both temperature and

velocity fields of natural convection in û'eezing water. Temperature and velocity maps

were obtained, in order to validate the numerical predictions.

1.3.3 Effects on the Resulting N{aterial Microstructure

consìderable progress has been made in recent years towards understanding the

relationships between solidification processing conditions, heat and mass transfer

during processing and the resulting material microstructure [41-44]. Benes [41]
presented the state-of-the-art in mathematical modeling of microstructure grori'th in
solidification, specifically focusing on pure substances and a diffuse-interface

approach. Li et al. 142] developed a micro/macro model for the transient evolution of
fluid flow, heat transfer and microstructure formation during solidification processes.

Cantor [43] provided an oveliew of the physical mechanisms which conhol the

development of microstructures during rapid solidification, and the relationship

between the processing conditions and the resulting rapidly solidified microstructures.

An experimental study of the structures associated with solidification parameters for
pivalic acid was presented by Cadirli and co-workers [44]. The effects of
solidificatìon parameters on the microshuctures were examined. The microstructure

13
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parameters þrimary dendrite arm spacing, secondary dendrite arm spacing, dendrite

tip radius, and mushy zone depth) were measured for five different g.owth rates with
a constant temperature gradient, and for five different temperature gadients $,ith a

constant growth rate. It was shown that the microstructure pararneters can be

cont¡olled by changing the solidification parameters. This evidence offers suppoú for

a main goal of this thesis, namely to develop a metliod of influencing nraterial

properties by controlling the solidification process through boundary cooling.

1.4 SCOPE OF PRESENT STUÐY

The present study will address the control of solidification processes, i.e., interface

motion control. Experimental studies will be pursued for implementation of this

interface motion control. Validation of the plocedure and an assessment of its

suitability in engineering applications (such as materials processing) will be

performed. The control method is based on a solution ofthe governing equations. The

numerical model will predict the requirecl boundary temperature in order to obtain a

desired interface motion. A fixed-domain inverse method will be used for the

numerical simulations, based on a Finite Element Control Volume method. In the

experiments, the boundary temperature is controlled by adjusting the set point of the

heat exchanger. Thermocouples give the temperature measurements within the

domain. Digital image acquisition and irnage processing are performed with IMAe
and LABVIEW (supplied by National instruments), in order to detect the inte¡face

position from the images received by a camera. Super.cooling and material

microstructures will be discussed. Also, the results will be used for verifying the

numerical method and further understanding of the effects of heat transfer on

solidification processes.
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The main goal of this thesis is to produce an expedmentally deterministic method of
controlling phase interface motion during solidification of materials. unlike any other

method documented in the literature (to this author's knowledge), this will entail a

fully automated procedure with digital image processing, as controlled by a numerical

inverse methòd applied to the goveming differential equations. The image analysis

will capture the phase interface motion. This new approach to then¡al control is

anticipated to offer useful benefits over previous methods. Firstly, the method is fully
deterministic, so new types of problems can be solved',vithout lequiring past data for.

those cases. Secondly, the control algorithm is sufficiently flexible that it can be

readily extended to other types of thermofluid control problerns. For example, thermal

wave propagation through translucent solids or liquids can be controlled, providecl

that temperature dependent variations of density could be detected through

transmittance vadations by the image acquisition. These capabilities are consider.ed to

have promising applications to various techlologies, such as solidification processing

of materials and latent energy storage in phase change rnaterial devices.

1.5 OUTLINE OF THESIS

In this chapter, an introduction was presented for the phase inter.face motion control

problem in solidification processes. The problem was desc¡ibed briefly. A literature

review outlined some previous methods for numerical and experirnental studies,

respectively.

In Chapter 2, the mathematical and computational aspects of the one-dimensional

solidification problem will be presented. The goveming equations are derivecl for

simulation of the problem. A numerical rnethod is described for the cornputational
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solution of the problem, including sensitivity coefficients and the solution procedure.

Analytical solutions are demonstrated for different cases.

Chapter 3 will outline the experimental studies. The apparatus is described. The

experimental methods for the inte¡face position detection, communication with the

RTEl40 Bath.iCirculator, and the thermocouple temperature measutement system are

outlined in detail. Also, the experimental procedure is described.

Chapter 4 will give results and discussions. Three cases will be considered, i.e., (i.) the

phase interface is controlled by a constant cooling temperature, (if the phase

interface moves at a constant velocity, and (iii) the phase interface moves with a

constant acceleration. The results will be discussed for each case, sorne discussions

are given on supercooling and material lnicroshuctures in each solidification process.

Finally, chapter 5 will present conclusions and recommendations for future studies.
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CHAPTER 2

COMPUTATIONAL AND

ANALYTICAL MODELING OF

SOLIDIFICATION

In this chapter', methods of predicting the required boundary terrpelatures will be

descrjbed. In the numerical simulation, it will be assumed that the phase interface

Íìoves in the y-direction (vertically, from the bottom to the top) and the shape of the

interface is linear and horizontal during the solidification process. The thermal

conductivity, density and specific heat are assumed to be temperature independent.

Each ploblem is solved to assess how the temperature at the bottom boundary should

vary with tirne to produce the desired interface motion. The temperature at the bottom

boundary will be uniform spatially, but it will change with time. The temperature at
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the bottom boundaly will be predicted by an inverse method, in order to control the

phase interface rnotion and temperature gradients during solidification.

2.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2,1.1 Governing Equations

The governing equations will be written in a dimensionless fonn. We will define the

following ditrensionless variables,

Material propeÍy

Velocity

Temperature

lnternal energy

Spatial coordinate

Time

where

.f,
^t,
"V

vo

,1.,1.

aTo

* e - e,,,

c ,LTo

*x
xo

. ct,t

X;

cf,

" Xn

LTo =7' -7,,

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)
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and T; and T,u refer to reference temperatures (i.e., initial, wall temperatures). More

genelally, they can be taken as the maximum and minimum temperatures, respectively.

Unlike direct problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions, the temperature non-

dimensionalization in inverse problems involves boundary temperatures that vary in

time. Thus, the selected charactetjstic reference temperatures may not be the

maximum and minimur¡ temperatutes throughout the problem. In subsequent

goveming equations, all variables will be written in a dimensionless form without the

superscript * (removed for brevity).

In this thesis, a nurnerical method is developed for two-dimensional domains. A one-

dir¡ensional problern can be treated as a special case of two-dimensional problems.

The goveming equation fol two-dimensional, diffusion-dominated energy transpoft

with solid-liquid phase transition (pure rnaterial) can be obtained by applying the

prìnciple of consewation of energy to a specified control volume located at a given

position in the dornain. The energy conservation equation can then be written as [1]

!,bò=v Q,vr) (2.e)

This equation represents a balance between a transient energy change (left side) and

heat conduction across the edge of a differential control volume (right side).

2.1.2 Energy Equation of State

An energy equation of state is required in order to write the previous energy equation

in tenns of temperature alone. A piecewise linear equation of state can be

approximated by the following equation, where the subscripts k: 1,2 refer to the

solid and liquid phases, respectively, as

e= e,.r(T)+c,.rQ)Q -7, *)

l9
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Reference values can be obtained by integation ofthe Gibbs equation ffom a point in

the liquid region to another point in the solid region [45]. In this way, both latent and

sensible heat contributions appear in the energy distribution. These values have been

consistently set as follows,

(k:1, solid phase)

(k=2, liquid phase)

e,.t = 0

T,.t =0

c.
Lr.l -

c1

;-t
e,..r=LlT, -1,)+'" l, + ^'-ct ct Jle

T,.z = Tt

c,.z = |

(2.r 1)

(2.12)

(2.t3)

(2.14)

(2.rs)

(2.t6)

where c =]1", +",;, Ste="'4T0, and T, and T1 represent the solidus and liquidus2'" L

temperatures, respectively (see Fig. 2.1). Appendix I gives a detailed derivation of

equation (2.14). For a pure material, T.= f' = T,n (where T,n refers to the fleezing

telnperature). Although this thesis considers a pure traterial, the methods can be

readily extended to rnulti-component systems with T. < Tl . In order to handle the

energy discontinuity for pure materials due to Tr: T¡, the latent heat is assumed to be

evolved ovel a small temperatut'e difference, e (about l0-a), in order that the numedcal

computations can converge.

20
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In the solid phase, the reference temperature is selected to be the minimum

temperature, T,", thereby rnaking T..1 = 0, based on the non-dimensionalization

described in Eq. (2.3). In the liquid phase, the minimum temperature encountered is T¡

: T,,,, which is thus used as the reference temperature, T.,2, in that phase. In this

approach (called an 'effective specific heat' technique, rather than a 'source-based'

approach), the latent heat term arises through the l/Ste term. Phase transition requires

an energy change conesponding to the latent heat of fusion, as represented by the

Stefan number', Ste.

T"
(eutectic)

Figure 2.1 Binary Alloy Phase Diagram

2.2 NUMERICAL SOLUTION

A control-volume-based finite element method is used in this thesis to solve the

goveming equations and implement the inverse method in the numerical procedure. In

comparison with conventional finite difference methods, a finite element approach has

2l
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rrore geometdc flexibility for applications to two or three-dimensional problems. In

this thesis, the numerical method will be described. Also, this formulation is

documented by Xu and Naterer in Refs. [46-49].

2.2.1 Discretization of the Solution Domain and Governing Equations

A two-dimensional dornain and linear, four-noded quadrilateral eletnents are used.

Figorc 2.2 shows a typical control volume, which is divided into four sub-control-

volumes (SCZs). The edges of the sub-control-volumes are called subsurfaces (,S,9).

An integration point (Þ) is defined as the midpoint of each sub-surface. Shape

functions ale used to relate the local and global coordinates.

Control Volurne

Element

Figore 2.2 Control Volume

A general scalar variable, global coordinates, and derivatives of the general variable

are expressed in the following fonn,
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4

0 (s,1) = I ¡/¡ (s, Ð0,
¡=l

J

x(s,r) = lN,(s,r);r,,
¡=l

4

.¡,(s, r) = )il,(s, r).¡,,

9{=y4L.
ô.i- A ô, "
ôö _+ôN,Ä
ôv 2 ôv''

(2.t7)

(2. 18)

(2.te)

(2.20)

(2.2r)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2s)

where finite element shape functions, ¡y'¡, are used to relate global Cartesian

coordinates and scalar values of $ to local element values in a bilinear fashion. The

local shape functions will allow the disclete equations to be written locally within

each element, thereby independently of the overall mesh configuration. In our case,

they represent the local shape functions for linear quadrilateral elements at the local

coordinate (s, t).

N, (s, r) = 1(1+ s)(l + r)

lr,1s,4=11t-s¡1t+4

.a1., 1s, r; = I 1r - s)(l - r)

No(s,r)=!(t+s)(t-r)

In addition, the x and y derivatives of the shape functions are not yet known. They can

be determined by the chain rule olcalculus in the following ma rer,
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. ôx ôy ôy ôx
"-ôrôt ôsôt

is the Jacobian detenninant. Also,

[rr,'l I g¿ ô),.l[ôN,.]la'l rl" -a"ll a, I

I a¡¿, l-71_a" ôr 
ll 

ôN, 
I

la,. l lat asllarlL"' J

(2.26)

ôx_$ô1/,..
ôs- ? ôs ^'

ô.r_$ôff,_
^ 

_ / ^ 
.\i

ôt ÃÒt
ôr,_ $ ô¡/,,,
^ -,/ ^ )¡ds ãds

ôt, _ $ ôN,,,

ù-2 ù)'

.â.
! | pe(r)dv + | F' .dn = | sdvoti. i í

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.31)

These geometric quantities are computed at an element level at each tirne step. The

discretized energy equation is then obtained by integration ofthe continuum equation,

Eq. (2.9), ovel disclete control volumes and time intervals. The result includes surface

flux tenns (i.e. conduction heat flux), as well as source and ternporal tenns (including

latent heat transfer). In particular, Eq. (2.9) is integrated to yield the following integral

conservation equation,

(2.32)

The vector -Ëd denotes conduction heat flux (based on Fourier's Law). Also, S

represents a source term. Integation of Eq. (2,32) over a time interval Âl = tu*t - t'
yields the following result,
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(2.33)

where J¡ is the SCVI area. A control volume equation (i.e. nodep) is completed after

each element SCV contribution is assembled into the global system of discrete

equations. After substituting Eq. (2.10) into Eq. (2.33) and discretizing the diffusion

term (next sub-section), the discrete energy equation is obtained.

2.2.2 Crank-Nicolson Scheme

A Crank-Nicolson scheme is used to evaluate the diffusion and source tems at the

intermediate tirne level. In parlicular, this intermediate tirne level refers to the

midpoint between the current tirne level and the previous time level. For example, let

the superscripts n+l and n refer to current and previous time step, respectively, so the

diffusion flux (x component) is evaluated as

(+)," =(*), +f!F, an+s

F,,(T,)t,o=r*+(L;'r) (2.34)

and similarly in the y direction. The coefficients at step n*l remain as active

coefficients in the irnplicit solution, whereas terms at step n (i.e., lagged tenns) are

gtouped together into the source tenn. The overall algorithm then becomes second

order accurate in time. Also, it can be shown that the spatial discretization provides

essentially second order accuracy in space.

2,2,3 Sensitivity Coeffi cient

The sensitivity coefficient will be defined as follows,
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ðT
R=uo ôTo

(2.3s)

where the subscript 0 refers to boundary and p refers to nodal position. This

coefficient essentially measures the influence ofchanges in the boundary temperatule,

Z¡7, on the telnperature at point p (inside the domain). The range of sensitivity

coefficient R is between 0 and .1. The value ofR expresses the temperature connection

between point p and the boundary. As the sensitivity coefficient, R, becomes larger,

then the influence of changes of the boundary temperatule on point p becomes

stlonger. As the point becomes closer to the boundary, the sensitivity coefficient

becomes larger. This coefficient is used to update the boundary temperature in the

inverse method.

When the boundary condition is updated during the iterations in the inverse method,

only the sensitivity coefficients of the intelface points are used. Since the interface is

moving at each time step, a sensìtivity coefficient at each different location is adopted.

When the contlolling boundaly is parallel with the x-axis, the sensitivity coefficients

vary only with y.

2.2,4 Boundary Conditions and Initial Conditions

For the inverse problem, with the exception of the boundary where the temperature

needs to be controlled, all boundary conditions can be treated as a direct problern (i.e.,

Dirichlet, Neumann and Robin boundary conditions). In this thesis, the boundary

conditions of the side walls and the top surface are Neumann conditions, i.e.,

Õt_=0
ôn

where n represents the direction nonnal to the boundary.

(2.36)

At the conh'olling boundaly, the temperatures are unknown and they represent the

solutions of the problem. The temperature at this boundary is obtained by iterations
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following an initial estimate. In other words, at the beginning of each time step, an

estimated ternperature is initially given. Usually, it is set equal to the temperature at

the last tirne step. During each time step in the solution, the controlling boundary

temperature (i.e., x:0) is updated at each iteration until the predicted movement of

the interface agrees, within a given tolerance, with the specified movement. The

update used in this work is determined fi'om a Taylor series expansion, such that:

(2.37)

where rn is the iterative counter, the subsclipt p refets to nodal point p and À is the

sensitivity coefficient. For the current time step, the specified interface position is

located at an interior nodal point p. The updated boundary temperature in each

iteration is then based on the boundary temperature from the previous iteration, the

tempelature difference at the interior nodal point, p, between previous and cunent

itelations, and the sensitivity coefficient.

Since the ploblem is tirne dependent, initial conditions are needed for the distribution

of temperature over the entire region at the initial time, t - 0. In this thesis, the initial

liquid temperature is used for the initial condition.

2.2.5 Solution Procedure

In the invelse problern, the goveming equations are identical to the equations in the

conesponding direct problem. The difference arises because the interface position is

given, instead of unknown, and the temperatures at the controlling boundary ale

unknown, rather than boundary conditions. The other boundary conditions are given

as the sarne conditions arising fì'om the direct problem. In this thesis, the interface

Íloves across one grid spacing at each time step duling the simulation. Given the

movement of the interface (i.e., prescribed velocity of the interface), then a time step

T t+t _ Txt
Tlrt+lt n¡t 'P 'p
r0 -ro I

Kp
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is selected. During the calculations, a node jurnping method is used, whereby at any

time step, the interface moves fiom one node point to the next adjacent point.

Therefore, a fìxed numerical gtid is specified according to the prescribed interface

velocity and tirne step. The grid can be uniform (constant interface velocity) or non-

unifonn (variable interface velocity) according to the different specified interface

velocities in a particular inverse problem.

Initially, durìng each time step, a tentative (estimated) temperature at the conh'olling

boundary is used and the equations are solved like a direct problem. In this thesis, the

tempel'ature at the previous time step is used as the tentative temperature. The desired

interface motion is specifìed by the properties and the reference values in Eqs. (2.1 l) -

(2.16) at each node point. Then, the temperatures at the controlling boundary are

updated continuously using Eq. (2.37) in an iterative manner until the predicted

movement of the phase interface agrees within a given tolerance (10-a in this thesis)

with the desired path. In a one-dimensional case, the temperature at the single

boundaly nodal point is updated at each iteration.

By solving the goveming equations, the entire temperature distribution throughout the

dornain is obtained, Then, the temperature at the desired interface position is checked

to decide if the solution at the given time step is completed. If the temperatures at the

desiled interface position agree with the phase change temperature within a given

tolelance, the program stops iterating in the current tûne step and stafis the next time

step. Otherwise, iterations are continued. In the one-dimensional case, the interface is

located at a single nodal point and the temperature at this point is used to determine if
the calculation converges.

The numerical procedure for the inverse solution can be summadzed as follows.

1. Specify the movement of the phase interface (i.e., interface velocity) and choose a

constant tirne step based on this interface velocity.
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2. Based on the velocity of the interface and the chosen time step, then a fixed

numerical grid is specified, such that at any time step the interface moves frorn one

grid point to the next gfid point. Ifa variable interface velocity is specified, then either

a variable time step ol non-uniform grid is selected. In this thesis, the latter approach

is adopted.

3. Within each time step, an estimate of the unknown controlling boundary

tempelatul'e is given and then the energy conservation equation is solved in a direct

man¡er for the temperature, T.

4. The sensitivity coefficients are obtained and the unknown (controlling) boundaly

telnperature is updated. Then, the energy equation is solved again.

5. Repeat steps 3 - 4 for each itelation when solving the energy conservation equation.

The solution is tenninated when the pt'edicted movement of the interface agees,

within a given tolerance, with the specified (desired) interface rnovement.

2.3 Analytical Solutions

The problem studied in this thesis has been described in Chapter l. In particular, tluee

cases were considered, i.e., (i) constant cooling boundaly temperature, where the

phase interface moves slower over time, (ii) constant velocity, where the phase

interface rnoves at a constant velocity, and (iii) constant acceleration, so the phase

interface moves fastel ovel' time.
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The analytical solutions for case I and case 2 will be considered in this section, while

no analytical solution is available for case 3.

2.3,1 Case 1: Constant Cooling Temperature

Consider a one-dimensional region, ¡c > 0 , which is initially slightly above the

fi'eezing tempelature, To : T,n. At time t : 0, a constant tempelature T, <T,,,is

irnposed at x = 0 and solidification begins frorn x = 0 into the region. The temperatur.e

at the phase interface is the freezing temperature, Trn.

The mathematical fonnulation for this problem can be explessed as follows.

ôT,
Pc. ^-Õt

Tt =7,,,

. ô'T-

dT'
(Solid)

(Liquid)

(2.38)

(2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.4t)

(2.42)

0<x<X(t), t>0

x > X(t), t>0

The intellacial and boundaly conditions are

. ôT. dxk._^!l = pL
dx l.r dt

16(t),t)=r,,,

r(0,t) =7, <7,,,

t>0

t>0

t>0

The initial condition is

x(0) = 0

where X l'efers to the phase interface position.
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The analytical solution ofEq. (2.38) can be obtained by a similarity analysis [50], i.e.,

x(t)=21$J

where )" is the root ofthe following transcendental equation,

(2.44)

(2.4s)

),e); et'f(},) =
Ste,

J;
(2.46)

Equation (2.44) gives the tempelature distribution in the region as a function of

position, x, and tirne, t, while Eq. (2.45) expresses how the interface moves with time

during the solidifìcation.

2,3,2 Case 2: Constant Velocity

Consider a one-dimensional legion, -r > 0 , which is initially slightly above the

fi'eezing tempetature, T0=TrÌ. At time t=0, a temperature T(O,t)< 7,,, is imposed at x=0

and the solidification front moves from x:0 into the region. The phase interface

moves forward at a constant velocity, V. The goveming equation, interfacial,

boundaly and initial conditions for this problem can be expressed as

j'T(\r(r.r)=r,jãö*lñ)

^2 ^01 0 Ipc, ^'=k. ^,' 0<xcXO. t>0
Ot cix'

T, =7,,, x>X(t), t>0

(Solid)

(Liquid)

(2.47)

(2.48)
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with interfacial and boundary conditions,

o,%l =r'4
or lx dl

r(x(t),t) --r,,,

dX

- 
= constant

dt

t>0

t>0

t>0

and an initial condition,

x(0) = 0 (2.s2)

The analytical solution of Eq. (2.47) for the constant-velocity interface rnotion,

(V:constant), was fìrst obtained by Stefan and later leported by Carslaw and Jaeger

[50] as

r(r.r¡= r,*Llt-" o('' ,-'r)]cL \cr a ))

(2.4e)

(2.s0)

(2.st)

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

function of

produce the

(2.ss)

T(x, r) =70, x>Vt

Equation (2.53) gives the temperature distribution in the region as a

position, x, and tirne, t. At x:0, the surface temperature lequired to

presclibed interfacial motion becomes

t>0r(0, r) = ro. : [' 
- ,"'[i,)],
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2.4 Supercooling and Microstructures in
Solidifïcation

2.4. 1 Supercooling in Solidification Processes

Solidification of a pure naterial is a first order phase transition, where latent energy is

released during the process. The Gibbs free energy, G, is an important parameter in

solid-liquid phase change. It is defined as follows,

G=H-TS (2.s6)

where T is the absolute temperature, G is the Gibbs fi'ee energy of the system, H is the

enthalpy (latent heat of fusion), and S is the entropy.

Then, the Gibbs free energy for a solid and liquid can be expressed as

G, =I/" -7.1"

Gt =Ht-TSt

where the subscripts s and I refer to solid and liquid, respectively.

(2.s7)

(2.s8)

Figure 2.3 shows a change in fi'ee energy for the liquid and solid phases near the

fi'eezing temperature. It can be seen that these two cules intersect at the fleezing

temperature, T,,,. At this temperature, the liquid and solid phases can co-exist in

thennodynarnic equilibrium.

GIQ,,,)=G,Q,,,) (2.s9)
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When tempelatures are higher than T,',, the free energy of the liquid is lower than that

of the solid. Then, liquid is the stable phase according to the Second T aw of

Thennodynamics. When temperatures are lower than T,'', the fi'ee energy of the liquid

is higher than that of the solid. Then, solid is the stable phase.

Figure 2.3 Gibbs Free Energy for the Liquid and Solid Phases

The difference in Gibbs free energy between the initial and final states is a driving

lolce of phase tlanslonnation, i.e.,

LG = AH -TLS (2.60)

where ÁG = G , - G t is the change in the fi'ee energy of the system, All is the

enthalpy change (latent heat of fusion), and ÂS is the entropy change.

However, many materials can be cooled to temperatures substantially below T,n

before solid actually fonns. Solidification will not necessarily start imrnediately if a

liquid is cooled to the freezing temperature, due to kinetic barriers. Liquid at a

T
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tempe¡'ature of T < T, is considered to be supercooled and Â7 --7,,, -T is the degree

of supercooling. The supercooled state is themodynarnically metastable, meaning that

it has a free energy higher than that of the true stable state (solid). The liquid can often

be supercooled, and kept in a r¡etastable state for a relatively long time.

A cooling curve for solidification with supelcooling is shown schernatically in Figule

2.4. This figule shows the temperature of a sample material as a function of time, as

the material undelgoes a solidification process and heat is extracted from the sample.

It can be observed that the phase change does not occur when the temperature ofthe

liquid leaches the freezing temperature. Once the supercooled liquid is cooled to a

certain temperature, solidification occurs and the latent heat is released. When this

Iatent heat is released, it is transferred by conduction to the sunounding solid cir liquid

The rate of release of latent heat rnay exceed the rate at which heat is tetnoved fi'om

the solidifying clystal and the cooling boundary, thereby leading to local reheating

(called recalescence). Also, the released latent heat must be sufficient to raise the

ternperature back to the freezing temperature, T,n.

T

Initial T

time

Fig:;.e 2.4 Liquid-Solid Phase Change with Supercooling
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An anallical solution of solidification with supelcooling can verify these features.

Consider a one-dimensional region, x > 0, which is initially supercooled at a unifonn

temperature,Tjn¡,<T,n.Attimet:0,atemperatureTo3T,,,isimposedatx:0anda

solidification front moves fi'om x = 0 into the region. The liquid ahead of the phase

interface is a supercooled liquid at a temperature below T,n. The ternperature of the

solid behind the phase interface is below T,,,.

The governing equations of the problern can be written for the solid region and the

liquid region, respectively, as

ôT" ô27-
Pc,:---k,--AI rt-r'

ôT, ô,7,
oc , -----_ = k, '

o¡ dì-

0<x<X(t), t>0

x>X(t), t>0

(Solid)

(Liquid)

t>0

(2.6t)

(2.62)

The interfacial and boundary conditions are

-0,+l *k,a:'
dr I r. d.r

16Q),t)=r,,,

T(0'r) =70 a7"'

and the initial conditions are

T(x,0) =7,,,,, <7,,,

x(0) = 0

.dx=pL .
dt

t>0

t>0

(2.63)

(2.64)

(2.6s)

(2.66)

(2.67)

x>0

The analytical solution ofEqs. (61)-(62) can be obtained by a similarity analysis [51],

with the result thât
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r(¡,¡)= 
^-(ffi)",tto)

0<x<X(t), t>0 (solid) (2.68)

and

(2.6e)

(2.70)

(2.7r)

(2.72)

x1t¡=zx,þj

where À is the root ofthe following transcendental equation,

Ste. .

Mathematically, Eq. (2.7l) has a unique positive solution if and only if 0 < Ste,,,u < I .

Therefore, this supercooling solidification problem has a unique similarity solution if
and only if the liquid satisfies

Í
CI

Physically, Eq. (2.72) indicates that the latent heat released rnust be greater than the

sensible heat porlion required to raise the temperature fr'om the supercooled point to

the freezing temperature, in order that solidification occurs. These supercooling

considerations will be laised in results presented in Chapter 4.
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2.4.2 Microstructure Formations in Solidification
Processes

At the freezing temperature, the solid and liquid phases exist in equilibrium. Heat

removal is necessary for the growth of the solid phase. The growth of the solid is

controlled by the rate and direction of heat removal in a pure material. Solidification

of a liquid does not occur simultaneously at all points throughout the liquid. It

generally ploceeds in two stages, i.e., nucleation and growth, In the nucleation stage,

when the plobability of atoms ananging themselves on a crystal lattice is high enough

to fonn a solid crystal from the liquid, small grains are formed in the liquid until they

reach a critical size (nucleation). Then, in the growth stage, fur1her ator¡s attach to the

small grains from the nucleation site until the solidification is completed.

There is an enelgy banier preventing the system from attaining the true stable state,

and this banier is attributed to nucleation difficulties arising from cerlain interfacial

energy considerations. For a pure material, solidification of a liquid initiates by

supercooling (homogeneous nucleation). It is also possible that the container walls

and any foreign particles in the liquid constitute nucleation sites (heterogeneous

nucleation). In this case, the activation barier is considerably lower. Fufthennore, the

nucleation banier decreases when the supercooling increases. Once nucleation occurs,

the nucleus glows very lapidly. The latent heat is released at the phase interface and

the temperature is laised locally to the freezing temperature. Thus, more liquid freezes

and so on.
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(c)

Figure 2.5 Interfacial Morphologies (Schematic)
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The micl'oshucture of the phase interface exhibits a very impoftant lole in the

resulting rnaterial's quality and physical propefties. This microstructure largely

depends on several factors, such as the material itself, the rate of cooling, the

interfacial temperature gradient in the liquid, surface tension, and so on. The nuclei

forrning small grains and growing into simple or complex shapes depend on thennal

conditions nearby. For most pure materials, ifsolidification occurs at a frxed ÍÌeezing

ternpel'atul'e, T,,, its mictostructure at the phase interface appears planar locally, with

negligible thickness (see Fig. 2.5 (a)). A sharp surface separates the solid frorn the

liquid at a temperature of T,n. For cases with supercooling, the resulting phase

tr-ansition region may have an apparent thickness. Its microstructure may now appear

to be dendritic or columnar (see Figs. 2.5 (b) and (c)).

Figure 2.6 Solidification without Supercooling

Figure 2.6 shows a planar: growth mode of solidification. In this case, a planar

microstructure is fonned. The temperature of the liquid is above the fieezing

temperature and the cooling of the liquid is slow. The solid-liquid interface releases
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the latent heat of fusion into the solid and liquid. If a small perturbation begins to

grow at the ìnterface, it is sun'ounded by liquid above the ffeezing point. Then, the

growth of this perturbation stops until the interface catches up.

Figwe 2.7 Solidifrcation with Supercooling

Figre 2.7 shows a solidification case when the liquid is supercooled, i.e., T <T,,,in

the liquid. When a srnall perturbation at the interface occurs, it will grow rapidly

because it is in a supelcooled sunounding. Dendrites al'e fonned and they grow

quickly into the liquid. The latent heat ol fusion will be conducted into the liquid to

raise the temperature. Dendritic glowth continues until the liquid warms up to the

freezing temperature, and then the growth will continue as planar.

In general, the interfacial rnorphology and rnicrostructure of a solidifred material are

detennined by the phase interface velocity, V, and the temperatule gradient at the

phase intetface. Figure 2.8 graphically summarizes a range of interface structures

during solidification. It depicts the variation of phase inte¡face velocity, V(mm/sec),
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with temperature gradient at the phase interface, G (K,/mm). It can be seen that during

a solidification plocess, different velocities and different temperature gl'adients at the

phase interface produce different structures (see Figure 2.5) such as planar, cellular,

dendritic and equiaxed dendritic microstructures. These relationships will be relevant

to results gathered in Chapter' 4, particularly involving measurements of temperature

and interfacial tempel atufe gladients.

Figure 2.8 Interface Shuctures at Varying ìnterfacial Temperature Gradients

\Gr-'f'Ít*þ Ë.'i'ååi':

\ "'øití'r\

G=dT/dx -------->
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

S.l APPARATUS

Consider solidification in a test cell (see Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2) occupied initially by

water. Since the top wall and all ofthe side surfaces ofthe test cell are insulated, the

telnperature gladients are considered to be zero in the liquid region perpendicular to

these boundaries. When the temperature at the bottoln wall was set to a tempel'ature

lower than the fleezing point of water, the solidification stalted from the bottom wall

and the phase interface moved upwards. The position and velocity of the phase

interface will be controlled by the tempet'ature at the bottom surface of the test cell

ls2l.
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A rectangular test cell, as shown in Fig. 3.1, was used for the solidification

expedrnents. The test cell has inside dimensions of 6.5crn (width), 4cm (height), and

4cm (depth). The top, bottom, and side walls were made of Plexiglass. All Plexiglass

walls were l.75cm{hick plates to support the cell and provide sufficient insulation.

The bottorn wall, which seryed as the heat sink, was made of a multi-pass heat

exchanger rnachined from an aluminum plate. The heat exchanger surface was plated

with a layer of chromium for protection against conosion. A hole on the left surface

of the test cell was used to fill or drain the liquid. This hole can be closed aÍìer the

container is filled.

Fill or drain the liquid
Plexiglass

Connect to RTEI4O
Bath/Circulator

Fig. 3,1 Schematic of Test Cell

Heat exchanger
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Figure 3.2 Photograph ofTest Cell
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Figure 3.3 shows a schematic diagram of the test apparatus. For further insulation

purposes, the test cell was placed in the mìddle of a large box (see Figure 3.2), which

was also made of Plexiglass in order that the solidifrcation process was visible from

the fi'ont side. The heat exchanger was connected to a NESLAB temperature bath

(RTE140 Bath/Circulator). This temperature bath can adjust temperatures of the

bottom wall to the required temperatures by circulating liquid within the heat

exchanger. The temperature bath was connected to a computer tkough a serial port

for communication purposes. A camera was set in front of the test cell for capturing

images of the solidification processes. Also, Figure 3.4 shows a picture of the test

apparatus.

Fig. 3.3 Schematic Diagrarn ofTest Apparatus (1. Test cell, 2. Tempelature bath, 3.

Thennocouples, 4. SCB-100 Shielded Connector Block, 5. PCI-60338 DAQ board, 6.

Computer', 7 . Image acquisition board, 8. Camera, 9. Heat exchanger, 10. Insulation

box, I l. Support fiame)
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Figure 3.4 Test Apparatus

Ten T{ype thennocouples were installed on the back surface along the centerline in

the y-direction. Figule 3.5 illustrates the positions of thermocouples in the cross-

sectional plane where the neasurements and interface rnovements are l'ecorded. The

frrst thermocouple was located on the bottom surface. All of the other nine

thermocouples were placed vertically at interals of 4mm. The thermocouples were

connected to an SCB-100 Shielded Connector Block, and then assembled to a PCI-

6033E DAQ board connected to the computer, in order to take the temperature
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measurements. Also, a carnera was connected to an image acquisition board attached

to the computer to record images.

65 mm

o l0
o9
o8
o7
o6
o5

o4
I

Y
4mrnt '
T"?

s

Figule 3.5 Schematic of Thermocouple Grid

3.2 INTERFACE POSITION DETECTION

Information regarding the intelface position is needed in order to monitor the interface

motion duling the solidification processes and verify the contr.ol process. A digital

irnaging system was used lor this task. Figure 3.6 shows an image system block

diagrarn for the intelface position detection. The image system consists of Image

Acquisition (IMAQ) Vision software, LabVIEW software, a plug-in tMAe PCI-1408

acquisition board, an NI-IMAQ driver', an analog RS-170 catnera, a lens and cabling.

In LabVIEW, the extensive Visual Interface (VI) libraries of IMAe Vision for irnage

acquisition and processing provided all ofthe functions required.
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A VI program in LabVIEW was developed to complete the system. Figure 3.7 shows

a schematic diagram of the Vi proglam (see Appendix 2 for a detailed description of
tenninology and logic flow). The system used several of the basic and advanced

IMAQ functions in LabVlEW to perfonn image capture and manipulation operations.

For example, "IMAQ Cleate" created a memory location for the irnage and a border

size input was added to the IMAQ Create function, which adds 3 pixels around the

perimeter of the irnage. "Snap" controls the IMAQ PCI-1408 acquisition board to

capture images from the RS- 170 camera. Then, the most recent image was received in

the fastest manner possible.

Computer I

I

¡

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Figure 3.6 Irrage System Block Diagrarn for Interface Position Detection

RS 140
Camera

NI-IMAQ
D rive r

Image Acquisition Board
rMAQ PCI-1408

IMAQ Vision LabVIEW
Program

ave the lnterlace
cool'dinates into a
data file
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In order to focus processing and analysis on part of an image, a Region of Interest

(ROI) function was used. An ROI is an alea of an image in which irnage analysis is

performed. The use of a prograrnmable Region of Interest specihcation (using built-in

IMAQ Vision tools) elirninates unnecessary acquisition and processing of image areas

that do not contribute relevant data. This region can be defined by specific contours,

such as rectangle, oval, and fi'eehand. In this study, a rectangle was used to define the

region of interest.

With the processing tools, an irnage plane can be extracted with an ROI function to

create and apply masks (i.e., aids to detennine valid r.egions of the image). An irrage

mask is an 8-bit image of the same size, or smaller than the image, to process. pixels

in the rnask detennine whether the corresponding pixel in the image needs to be

processed. If a pixel in the rnask is non-zero, the conesponding pixel in the image is

processed. lf a pixel in the image rnask has a value of0, the corresponding pixel in the

image to process is left unchanged. This technique is used to save memory, limiting

the image rnask to only the part containing infomation.

The IMAQ vision function can be used to define a cool.dinate system for the region of
interest, and move the origin of coordinates to the left-bottom comer of the region of
interest. "IMAQ Set Sirnple Calibration" was used to build a local coordinate system

based on the infonnation tetumed by an X-Y-Theta positioning system. In a sample

caliblation, a pixel cooldinate is transformed to a real-world coordinate through

scaling in the horizontal dilection, x, and the vertical direction, y. To perfonn a sirnple

calibfation, a coordinate systern and scaling mode need to be defined. The origin in

pixels is specified and the origin location has to lie within the calibration grid in order

to convefi the location to real-world units. The angle between the coordinate system

and the horizontal direction in the real world needs to be specified. Then, the axis

direction can be set to dírect or indirect. The software scales a pixel coordinate

according to pre-defined coordinate refetence and scaling factors.
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The program also includes spatial calibration ofacquired images. Spatial calibration is

the process of computing pixel to leal-world unit transformations. It must find the

location of the template in the irnage, and transfon¡ the coordinates from the irnage

cooldinate system to the local system using "IMAQ Convert Pixel to Real World".

This function makes the program eventually measure the solid-liquid interface

position in real-world units, instead ofpixels.

Furlhennore, an edge detection tool is used to identiÍ! and locate the solid-liquid

interface position by detecting discontinuities in the pixel intensities of an image.

Edge detection refers to the process of identifying and locating sharp discontinuities

in an image. The discontinuities are abrupt changes in pixel intensity, which

characterize boundades of objects in a scene. Classical methods of edge detection

involve convolving the image with an operator (a 2-D filter), which is constructed to

be sensitive to large gradients in the irnage while retuming values of zero in uniform

regions. The IMAQ Vision Edge Tool VI uses thr.ee parameters, i.e., contr.ast, width,

and steepness, to calculate the location ofedges along a path within the image defined

by pixel coordinates. Edges can occur on lines or arbitrary regions of interest. The

contrast parameter specifies the tlreshold for the contrast of the edge. Only edges

with a contrast gteater than the specifìed value are used in the detection process.

contrast is defined as the difference between the average pixel intensity before the

edge and the average pixel intensity after the edge. The filter width specifies the

number of pixels that are averaged to find the contrast at each side of the edge. The

steepness specifies the slope of the edge. This value represents the number of pixels

that couespond to the transition area of the edge. An ,,lMAe Edge Tool" function

finds the position of the intelface between the solid and liquid. Finally, the interface

position data is saved to a data file and returned to the main program for display and

control.
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Also, it is important to select a lighting technique that gives the maximum contrast at

the phase interface. In this experiment, side lighting was found to highlight the phase

interface position most and it was employed. Before each expedment, calibrating the

lighting and camel'a system, and quantifying the state of the lighting and camera as a

system were required. It was detennined whether the lighting in the field ofview was

homogeneous. Then, it was ensured that the background did not change with time.

The average pixel gay scale value and standard deviation for the image could then be

calculated. The calibration irnage with line profiles is inspected to detennine if there

are lighting gradients in the image. Then, lighting, background and camera

consistency are checked.

This experimental setup was calìbrated before rneasurements were taken. In

measuring the phase interface positions, the only IMAQ function that is affected is the

"IMAQ Edge Tool", which performs the processing. This function has a l/4 sub-

pixel acculacy. So the result will be accurate to l/4 of the value that was set as the

pixel dimension. When considering the range of interface moveûlents leported in this

thesis, the accuracy of this method ofrneasuling phase interface position is considered

to be about +2% in the reported results.

This r¡ethod for detecting the phase interface position has certain advantages, as

compared with other methods, such as the pour-out method and the probing method

[37]. There is no physical contact with the tested material during measurement, so the

results can be more accurate. Also, the computer can execute the task automatically,

thereby rnaking real{ime control possible.
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3.3 COMMUNICATION IITITH RTEl4O

BATH/CTRCULATOR

An RTEl40 Bath/Circulator (NESLAB) is used to adjust the temperatwe of the heat

exchanger, in order to set the boundary temperatures as predicted by the numedcal

simulation. The circulating fluid was selected to be a 50/50 rnixture, by volurne, oftap

water and laboratory grade ethylene glycol. The oper.ating temperatul.e range was

+8oC to -30 
o C with ternperature accuracy of * 0.05 o C.

Serial communication is used for communication between the RTEl40

Batl/Cilculator and the computer (see Fig. 3.8). This is a common protocol for device

communication that is standard on almost every PC. It is useful to consider this

communication, since it affects the perlormance of the temperature contlol system

with the RTEI4O Batl/Circulator. The serial port sends and receives bytes of
inforrnation, one bit at a tirne. During tr.ansmission, the serial device driver program

on the cornputet takes each byte fi'orn the main colnputer memory (typically 8 KB in
size) and places it onto the data bus along with the serial port VO address. The bye
then travels through the data bus and it is stored in the serial port hardware buffer.

Wlien the serial poÍ is ready to transmit data, it receives the data fi.om this hardware

buffer, places it in its shift r'egister, and translnits each bit over the comrnunication

line.

Receiving data is similar to transmission. The serial pofi receives the data, bit by bit,

and places it in the shift register. Although this is slower than parallel communication,

which allows the transmission of an entire b¡e at once, it is simpler and it can be used

over longer distances. Serial communication is commonly used because most
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colnputers have one or more serial ports, so no extra hardware is needed other than a

cable to connect the instrument to a computer. The RTEI40 Bath./Circulator has an

RS-232 port on its back side. This RS-232 port was used for point-to-point

connections between the PC serial porls and the RTE140 Bath,/Circulator.

Fig. 3.8 Comrnunication Between RTEl40 Bath/Circulatol and Computer'

A Loopback Test for the Serial Port was performed to verify the perfonnance of the

serial communication. The poft used on the RTEI40 Bath./Circulator is a 9-pin RS-

232 por1. A 9-pin serial cable was connected to the serial port of the computer. Then,

the transmit and receive pins of the cable (pin 2 and pin 3) were shofied with the wire.

This connects the Transfer line out of the computer to the Receive line in.

In LabVIEW, there is a Loopback Vi in the Exarnple Prograrn Database. This VI will

wlite a string of words out of the serial port and then read them back in. Before

running VI, the poft channel is set. The port channel was set to l, since I represents

the second serìal port (l : COM2) in LabVlEW. When this VI is running, it will send

a test phrase across the serial cable. If this works comectly and the string of words is

read back in, the serial port hardware is wor*ing properly.

RS-232 Port

Cable

RTEl40
Bath/Circulator

Computer
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Aftel verifying that this serial port hardware works, a program in LabVIEW was

developed in order to control the RTE140 Bath./Circulator. The program sends the

instrument comrnand to the RTEt40 Bath./Circulator via computer serial port, cable,

and RS-232 poft to the RTE 140 Bath,/Circulator. In LabVIEW, VISA (Virtual

Inshument Software Alchitecture) was provided as a single interface library for

controlling VXI, GPIB, RS-232, and other types of instruments on all LabVIEW

platfonns. Some VISA functions were used, such as "VISA Write" and "VISA Read".

"VISA Write" sends set points to the RTEI4O Bath,/Circulator and "VISA Read"

receives actual temperatures of the RTEI4O Bath./Circulator. In order to read and

write to a file, "Read a File" and "Write a File" functions were used.

Vy'hen trying to communicate with devices by serial communication, the serial port

will send output as programrned. This means that exact sequence of code, including

termination characters to be programmed, is needed to ensul'e the inshument opel'ates

properly. The instrument's tennination character for the RTEl40 Bath/Cilculator is a

caniage retum (CR). Since the commands, such as "SS0l0.00[CR]" (i.e., set the

setpoint to 10.0 "C), were read fi'orn a file, it is diffrcult to add a carriage retum alone

as a ten¡ination character in a text fìle. Text editors usually add a carriage retum and

a line feed automatically whenever the Enter key is hit on a computer's keyboard.

Thus, the Concatenate Strings function was used to append a Carriage Return constant

to the sh'ing befole it was sent to the serial port. LabVIEW has the Caniage Retum

Constant in the Shings function palette.

This LabVIEW VI program can perfonn the serial cormnunication between the

RTEl40 Bath/Circulator and the computer. Figure 3.9 shows the block diagram of the

VI program for the serial communication. The lequired setpoint for the RTE140

Bath,/Circulator was edited in a text file. The VI program opened the fìle and

converted it to an exact comlnand fonnat as l'equired by the RTE140 Bath/Circulator.

A ten¡ination character was added by a canìage retum (CR) to the end of the string. It

reads the commands fi'om the file and sends the commands to the RTEI4O
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Batl/Circulator. Then, the RTE 140 Bath/Circulator follows the commands sent.

Meanwhile, the proglam leads actual temperatules fi'om the RTEl40 Bath,/Circulator

and writes thern to a file.

3.4 THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE

MEASUREMENTS

Tenperature measurelnents are widely used in rnany of today's engineering ploblems

and designs. Reliable and accurate temperature Íreasurements are important. There

are various popular types of temperature measurement sensols used with electronic

instrumentation, including resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), themistors, IC

sensors, and thennocouples.

RTDs ale some of the most accurate temperature sensors. RTDs are made of fine coils

or fìlms of metal. When heated, the resistance of the metal increases. When cooled,

the resistance decreases. By measuring the resistance, it can be used for temperature

measurement. The measured temperature range can be about -250oC to 850"C. RTDs

are known for very high accuracy and stability. The drawbacks are their relatively

high cost and most RDTs are slow to react to changing telnperatures due to their

thennal mass.

A thennistor is a piece of semiconductor made fi'orn metal oxides, pressed into a small

bead, disk, wafer, or other shapes, sintered at high temperature, and then coated with

epoxy or glass. Thennistol's al'e commonly used between -40oC and l50oc. The

physical size of thermistors is quite small and they have very fast responses to

tempelature changes. But a very imporlant limitation of a thermistor is that it requires

a cun'ent source and self-heating, since it is a resistive device.
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Thermocouples are most commonly used as temperature sensors. As documented in

various sources, a thennocouple operates when two dissimilar metals touch and the

contact point produces a small open-circuit voltage as a function of temperature.

Unlike other temperature sensors, they are self-powered, i.e., thermocouples do not

need a power supply or cument source. Since thermocouples are basically only two

wires, they are simple, inexpensive, small, and rugged by nature. They can operate

over a wide temperature r.ange (about -2i0nC to 2,300"C). But, thermocouples

genel'ate extreÍrely low voltages and the temperature sensitivity is also small. Thus,

they require very accurate and careful instrumentation. Since a then¡ocouple is a

relative measurement method, another direct-reading temperature sensor is required to

measure the temperature of the reference junction for cold-junction compensation, in

order to subtract the contributions of the par.asitic junctions.

Many different thermocouple combinations have been used. Certain types of
thermocouples are standaÌ'd according to American National standar.ds institute

(ANSI) conventions. For exarnple, a T-type thermocouple is made frorn coppel.as one

conductol and constantan as another.

A PC-based system lvas developed for the temperature measulements. Thermocouples

are rnonitored with a PC-based data acquisition system, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The

system consists of a PC with a plug-in PCI-6033E DAe board and an SCB- 100

Shielded Connector Block. The thermocouples are corurected to the SCB- 100

Con¡ector Box. There is a build-on temperature sensor on the SCB-I00 Shielded

connector Block for cold-Junction compensation. This SCB-100 Shielded connector

Block also uses an isothen¡al design to minirnize temperature gradients across the

screw teminals. The SCB- I 00 Connector Box is connected directly to the data

acquisition board by a cable. The data acquisition board conveÍs analog data to

digital data.
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T-type thermocouples are used in this study. A differential connection mode is

selected. With differential measurements, each channel uses two signal leads and only

the voltage difference between the leads is measured. Therefore, there are 32 channels

available. The system is controlled by a LabVIEW program.

t-------
Computer

L_______ ___________l
Fig. 3.l0 PC-Based Data Acquisition Systern

The prograrn in the LabVIEW environment was developed to perfonn Cold-Junction

Compensation, data linearization and control of the tirne interval between two

temperature readings. Figure 3. I I shows the block diagram of the thermocouple

measurement proglam. After a direct-reading sensor measures the reference-junction

temperature, the LabVIEW program can add the appropriate voltage value to the

measured voltage to eliminate the parasitic themocouple effects. Also, the prograrn

perfonns a linearzation on thermocouple output voltages since they are highly

nonlinear.

SCB-1OO
Connector
Block

DAQ Board
PCI-6033E

LabVIEW
Prograrn

Save the results
to a data frle
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chapter 3: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

In order to perfonn a test, a user needs to select the channel number, sensor type,

thelnocouple type, and device narne on the front panel of the LabVIEW "VI,'

program (see Fig. 3.12). Then, clicked. LabVlEW routines automatically

perfonn the linearization and irnplement the cold-junction compensation with the

sensor on the SCB-100 teminal block. Also, the VI prograrn can record temperatures

at 32 different locations by reading thermocouples and it writes temperature readings

to a file directly. ln the temperature measurements, all of the themocouples are

calibrated and the avet'age error in the measurements is estimated to be *0.5oC.

Fig. 3.12 Front Panel of LabVIEW Temperature Measurement Program

In addition, thermocouple wire can act like an antenna and pick up unwanted

electrical noise frorn the envirorunent. Because thermocouple voltages are extremely

snall, typical electrical noise levels can seriously corrupt the measurement. The noise
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Chapter 3: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

performance of the systern can be improved by connecting the actual thermocouple

with as short a distance as possible fior¡ the system. Efforts have been taken to

connect the thermocouple to the systern in view of this consideration.

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Before each experiment, the phase interface velocity was set as a specified control

varjable. The desired results of this experirnent require that the phase interface moves

upwards at ceftain velocities. A numerical simulation was perfonned with the inverse

rnethod to predict the required boundary temperatures, in order to obtain the desired

phase interface moven'ìents. Then, the results of the numerical simulation (required

boundary temperatures) were saved in a data file and they were used as an input file to

adjust the set points of the temperature control system by serial communication. The

temperature control system circulated fluid at the set point telnperature within the heat

exchanger, which was located under the bottorn surface of the test cell. In this wa¡
the bottorn surface temperatures were controlled as required to produce the desi¡ed

phase interface motion,

A diagr arn of the experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 3.13. ln this experirnental

procedure, a group of temperature set points was set in a file. Once the experirnent

stafis, three pl'ocesses, (interface position detection, communication with RTEl40

Bath,/Cilculation, and thennocouple temperatur.e measurement) wer.e performed at the

same time. Communication with the RTE140 Bath,/Circulator reads a temperature

setpoint for the cunent tirne step from the file, sends the setpoint to the bath, and

reads the actual temperature of the bath to a frle. The third process recolds

temperatures and saves the results to a file. Meanwhile, interface position detection
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Chapter' 3 : EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

acquires an image, perlonns the image processing, and saves the interface position to

a file. These procedures can be repeated for each time step until the prograrn ends.

Fig. 3. l3 Diagr am of the Experìrnental Procedure

The LabVIEW plograms of interface position detection, communication with the

RTE140 Bath/Circulator, and thennocouple temperature measulement, were

described in the previous sections. In order to perform the experimental procedure,

those three LabVIEW programs need to be combined into one overall LabViEW

proglam, and tleated as LabVlEW sub-programs as shown in Fig. 3.14. The final

setpoints in a file

Read a temperature
setpoint for current time
step fi'om the file

Send the seþoint
to the bath

Save to a file

Read actual
temperature of the
bath to a fì le

Save the interface
position to a file

next tirne
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Chapter 3: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

LabVIEW program placed the th'ee sub-programs in a "While loop". Therefore, tll'ee

sub-programs can be executed at the same time. Also, a "Clock" was set in the "While

loop" and a time step was specified. Then, the measurements of interface position

detection and thermocouple measurement can be taken for every time step,

simultaneously. Meanwhile, communication with the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator to

adjust the temperature of the bottom surface is also performed at the sarne time.

Before an experìment started, the set point of the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator was set to

0.OoC, which yielded a hornogeneous liquid phase initially. This initial condition is

established for a few hours in order to obtain a uniform temperature distribution in the

test cell. Once the experiment starts, the computer executes the VI program for

establishing the set points of the temperature control system as required. At the same

tirne, the coÍìputer controlled the camera to capture irnages and the LabVIEW image

program processed these images to fìnd the phase interface positions. Those phase

interface positions were saved in a file. Also, the thermocouples gather temperature

measurements to be sent to a frle. This procedure is repeated automatically every few

minutes, such as every 5 rnin or l0 rnín, depending on the different time steps selected.

Results fi'om these experirnents will be presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experirnents were perlormed with steam distilled water (0.1 ppm irnpurities) as

the experimental substance. Before an experiment started, water was fìlled into the

test cell. The set point ol the RTEI4O Bath/Circulator was set to 0.0oC, which is a

ternpelature that ensures that only a liquid phase exists initially. This initial condition

is established fol a few houls in order to obtain a uniform temperature distribution in

the test cell. As díscussed in previous chapters, the purpose of the experiments was to

control the ice-water interface movement by adjusting the boundary temperature, as

predicted by the nurnerical simulation. Th¡ee cases were performed for ice-water

solidification processes to control this interface movement, i.e., (y' constant cooling

tempefatul'e, where the phase interface moves slower over time, (li) constant velocity,

where the phase interface moves at a constant velocity, and (ilf constant acceleration,

so the phase intetface moves faster over tirne. Results from these cases and others will

be presented and discussed in this chapter'.
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Chapter 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

AND ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

The finite element computer code was validated through comparisons with results

obtained from a direct problem and compadsons with available analytical solutions

mentioned in Chapter 2. Calculations were performed with a Pentium III 800 MHz

processor and the solution at each time step generally required only a few seconds.

Due to this relatively fast response, it is anticipated the method can be used in a real-

time control environment. Since water was used as the experimental substance, the

thennophysical properties are well known. These values are shown in Table 4.1. The

upcoming results fi-om the thermal predictions can allow a control engineer to rnodify

the boundary temperature in tirne to have the desired interface movement over a given

tirne increment.

Value Units
Specific heat of liquid 4202 J/ke"C
Specific heat of solid 2020 J/ks"C
Thermal conductivity of liquid 0.613 Wm"C
Thermal conductivity of solid 2.26 W/m"C
Densitv 999.84 ke/m'
Latent heat 335000 I/ks.
Freezing temÞerature 0 oc

Diffusivity n liquid 1.459* t 0- m/s
Diffusivity n solid t.llg*10-o m'ls

Table 4.1 Thermophysical Properties of Water

4.1.1 Case 1: Constant Cooling Temperature

In this case, the bottom boundary was set at a constant temperature and an inverse

numerical sirnulation is not needed. For solidification processes with a constant
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Chapter 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

cooling temperature at the boundary, the phase interface moves at a high velocity at

the beginning of the solidification process due to a steep initial temperature gradient.

As the phase interface moves fufiher flom the boundary, it moves slower due to a

decreased temperature gradient. ln this case, a constant temperature of -l0oc at the

bottom boundary was used. Figure 4.1 illustrates the constant boundary temperature in

this case.

100

Time (min)

Fig. 4.1 Boundary Temperâture (Case l)

4.7.2 Case 2: Constant Velocity

The desiled phase interface motion is an interfacial movement at a constant velocity.

A uniform rnesh was used in the inverse numerical simulation, so the phase interface

moved one grid point at each time step, since a node jumping method was used. The

time step was also constant, so the phase interface moved a constant distance during

each time step. In this thesis, the control processes were perfomed for two different

desired phase interface velocities. They were specified as 0.l75mm/min (Case 2 (a))
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and 0.35mrn/min (Case 2 (b)). The time steps were l0 min and 5 min, respectively.

The phase interfaces moved l.75mm in each time step for both cases.
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Fig. 4.2 Predicted Boundary Temperature (Case 2 (a))
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Fig. 4.3 Predicted Boundary Temperature (Case 2 (b))
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For this constant velocity case, a lower boundary temperature is required, when the

phase interface is further from the boundary. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show that the

required boundary temperatures vary as functions of time for different interface

velocities (V:0. l75mm/min, 0.35rnm./min). As shown therein, the numerical solution

agrees closely with the analytical solution. This comparison provides useful validation

regarding numerical accuracy of the inverse method. As expected, a larger interface

velocity requires that the boundary tempelature decreases faster than cases involving a

smaller interface velocity.

4.1,3 Case 3: Constant Acceleration

In this case, the desired phase interface motion was specified by a constant

acceleration. since a node jumping method was used in the numerical simulation, the

phase interface rnoved one glid point ovel each time step. A non-uniform rnesh was

generated and a uniform time step was used. At the beginning of the solidification

process, the phase interface moves slowly. The velocities of the phase interface

increase over time with a constant acceleration. The phase interface moves faster over

tirne, so it lnoves over longer distances than its previous time step. It should be noted

that a rnotivation for manipulating this acceleration is that it is anticipated that such

control can have appreciable effects on the resulting interfacial microstructures. In

this case, a constant acceleration was specified as 0.00175rnm/min2 and the time step

was 10 rnin.

Figu'e 4.4 shows that the lequired boundary temperatures vary with tirne for the

constant acceleration case. when the phase interface is close to the bottoln boundary,

the required boundary temperature decreases slowly. As the phase inte¡face is furrher

fì'orn the bottom boundary, the required boundary temperature decreases faster,
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0 50 100 150 200

ïme (min)

Fig. 4.4 Predicted Boundary Temperature (Case 3)

4.2 E')KPDRIMENTAL RESULTS

4.2.1 Case 1: Constant Cooling Temperature

An expelirnent was performed to explore how the phase interface moves without

boundary telnperature control. In this case, the bottom boundary temperature was set

at -1OoC and kept constant.

This bottor¡ boundary temperature was established by adjusting the set point of the

RTEl40 Bath,/Circulator to -lOoC (0"C initially). During the experiment, the set point

of the RTE 140 Bath./Circulator remained constant and the temperature within the

RTE140 Bath,/Circulator was measured to confirm whether the actual temperatures of
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Chapter 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the RTE140 Bath./Circulator followed the set points. Figure 4.5 shows a comparison

between the set points and the actual temperatures of the RTEI4O Bath./Circulator.

The temperature of the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator can¡ot cool down to that temperature

imrnediately, as it needs a certain amount of time due to its thermal inefia. Once the

temperature was -l0oC, it was kept at that temperature in a stable manner.

100

Time (min)

Fig. 4.5 Bath Temperature and Setpoint (Case l)

Figure 4.6 shows how the phase interface position varied with tirne. As discussed

previously, the digital image acquisition system was used to find the experimental

position of the phase interface. It can be seen that when the interfacial position was

close to the boundary, the phase interface moved faster. When this position is further

away, the phase írrterface moves slower since heat is conducted tll'ough a thicker

solid layer before it is transfened across the chilled boundary. There is a nonJinear

relationship between the phase interface position and time. This means that the phase

interface moves at a non-unifom velocity. Therefore, if a constant phase interface
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Chapter 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

velocity is expected in a solidification process, the boundary temperature must vary

with tirne.

Time (min)

Fig.4.6 Interface Movement (Case l)

The analytical solution is available fol this case, as mentioned in Chapter 2. The phase

interface position can be calculated by Eqs. (2.45)-(2.46). An approximation of the

loot,7,, ofEq. (2.46) was used to give the following expression [51],

t' - 0.706"tryte1[-0.21(0.5642x ste,o 
x-o rss" 

)

This relation has less than a l%o relative emor for 0 < Ste < 0.83. In this case,

Ste=0.2453. Then, the phase interface position can be calculated after substituting I
into Eq. (2.45). A comparison between the expedmental results and the anal¡ical

solution is shown in Fig. 4.6. As shown in this fìgure, the measured interface position

lagged behind the analyical solution. Two factors are considered to explain this

discrepancy. Firstly, solidification started at a lower temperature than the fteezing

point due to supercooling (to be discussed in the following section). Secondly, the

telnperature of the cooling boundary was not set irmnediately to -1OoC from the
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beginning, since the RTEl40 Bath./Circulator required a certain tirne period to cool

down sufficiently (i.e., see Fig. a.5). Methods of compensating for these effects will

be outlined in an upcoming section.

Figure 4.7 shows the rneasured temperatures at each thermocouple location for this

case. At early times, the temperatures at all locations decreased to a certain extent

below the fi'eezing temperature. Then, water begins fieezing to ice at the location

closest to the cooling boundary. The temperature near that location then drops quickly

At the locations further from the cooling boundary, solidification has not occurred yet,

so those tempelatures remain near the freezing point. Once the phase interface moves

to a certain location, the tempel'ature at that location stads to decrease quicker

theleafter. At later tirnes, the temperatures at the locations closest to the coolíng

boundary decrease slowly. The rate of heat conduction tlu'ough the ice is reduced

when the temperature gradient decreases, due to a thicker ice layer.

i,$,o¿å
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Figule 4.7 Thermocouple Measurenents (Case 1)
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Figure 4.8 Temperature Gradients at the Phase Interface (Case l)

Figule 4.8 shows how the rneasured interfacial temperature gradients vary with time

fol this case. These gladients are determined fi'orn a polynomial profile fitted to

measuled temperatures at the interface, together with the known interface temperature

(0"C) and its measured position. For the constant cooling temperature case, the

temperature gadient at the phase interface decreased nearly monotonically as the

phase interface location moves further fi'or¡ the boundaly. As expected fi'om the

interfacial heat balance, the tenperature gradient should decrease when the rate of

release of latent heat decreases.

4.2,2 Case 2: Constant Interface Velocity

Two experiments were perfonned to control the phase interface movernent at constant

velocities for the ice-water solidification. The two phase interface velocities were

selected as V:0.l75mrn/min (Case 2 (a)) and V=0.35rnm/min (Case 2 (b)).
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Two sample images acquired by IMAQ for the V:0.35mm./min case are shown in Fig.

4.9. The white part shows the ice region in the solidification process, since the bottom

surface was set to a temperature lower than the freezing point. The dark section is

water. A black background was placed behind the test cell, since water is transparent.

As shown in Fig. 4.9, the shape of the phase interface is linear and horizontal. These

two images were captured at different time levels and the second image corresponds

to a later time level. The ice growth and upward phase interface motion can be

observed. The nearly horizontal interface indicates that these results closely represent

x (cm)
y (cm

x (cm)

Figure 4.9 Images of the lce-Water Solidification Process (t = 40 min and t = 45 min)

J.U

2.0

1.0

a one-dimensional heat conduction problem.
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The required boundary temperatures predicted by the inverse numerical simulation

were shown in Figs. 4.2 - 4.3 for interfacial velocities of V:0.175mm/min and

V:0.35mr¡./min. Those required temperatures were applied to establish the set points

of the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator, in order to make the bottom surface temperature vary

with time as required. During the experiments, the set point of the RTE140

Bath./Circulator was kept constant at each time step, and the tempelatures of the bath

were measured to confirm if the actual temperatures of the control systern followed

the set points.

Figures 4.10 and 4.ll show comparisons between the set points and actual

temperatures of the RTEl40 Bath./Circulator for case 2 (a) and case 2 (b), r'espectively.

It can be seen that the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator needed a time period to respond after

the set point was changed. This time period varied with the temperature of the set

point. When the temperature of the set point was not too low, the RTEI4O

Bath/Circulator took a few minutes to reach the set point. At earlier tirnes, the actual

tempelature matched the set points very well. But when the ternperature of the set

point was very low, the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator took longer to cool down and l'each

the set point. in case 2 (b), as the tempelatule of the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator becomes

low at latel tirnes, a longel time period is needed to cool down. At later tirnes, the

temperature of the RTE140 Bath./Circulator did not follow the set points ',vell, due to

the lir¡ited cooling capacity of the Bath/Circulator.

Figure 4.12 shows the measured temperature histodes at each thennocouple location

for this case. Supercooling of the water was obseryed in this experirnent. At the

beginning of the solidification, since the temperatul'es of the bottom surface were

above -3oC to -5oC, a nucleation site did not appear. When the water was supercooled

to a certain temperature, ice started to grow. Once the water freezes at a location, the

temperature at this location starts to decrease. As revealed in Fig. 4.12, the

temperatures in the ice at different locations decrease at a similar rate.
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Fig. 4. 10 Bath Temperature and Setpoint (Case 2 (a))
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0 50 100 150

Time (min)

Figure 4.12 Thennocouple Measurements (Case 2 (a))

Supercooling of water affects the solidification process. As shown in Figs. 4.13 - 4.14,

the phase interface positions do not rnatch the desired phase interface positions, when

a "delay" is not used (rnalked as "desìr'ed without delay"). However, with a few time

steps of delay in the desired phase intelface positions (V:0.35mm/min case, 2 time

step delay; V:0. l75rnm/min case, 4 time step delay), the agl'eement between

measured and desired phase intet'face positions becomes quite good. Thus, "desired

with delay" can be considered as the desired phase interface position here, since

"desired with delay" and "desired without delay" have the same slope. This slope

represents the velocity of the phase interface, which is a main focus of this study.
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Fig. 4. l3 Interface Movement with Conh.ol (Case2 (a))
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Figures 4.13 and 4.14 reveal the experimental lesults and desired phase interface

positions (with delay) for both cases. It can be seen that the phase interface position

varies with time and the phase interface moves faster in the V:0.35rnr/min case,

when cornpared to the V:0.175 mm/min case. A comparison of measuled and desired

phase interface positions (with delay) during both cases has shown generally good

agreement. At early stages of solidification, the measured and desired phase interface

posítions matched closely. At later stages of solidification, the measured phase

interface position deviated from the desired position, as the phase interface moved

slightly slowel than desired.

Considering the required delay of the phase interface position due to supelcooling, the

exact analfic solution was used to estimate the number of time steps taken before the

phase intelface started to grow. As mentioned in Chapter 2 for one-dimensional heat

conduction with phase change involving a constant-velocity interface motion, the

analytic solution was obtained by Carslaw and Jaeger [50] as

where T(0,1), To, L, c, V, c and t refer to the requiled boundary temperature, initial

boundary telnperature, latent heat, specific heat, phase interface velocity, thennal

diffu sivity and tirne, respectively.

Nucleation appears when the water is supercooled to about -5oC. Thus, the required

boundary temperature in the exact solution was set as -5oC, in order to calculate the

time, t, in the exact solution. This result represents the time period before the required

boundary tempetature reaches -5oC, accolding to the exact solution. For the

V:0.35mm/rnin case, this time period is I I min (about 2 tirne steps), which

corresponds to the delay used previously. Another method to estimate the

r (0, t) = ro. : [' 
- *'[f ')]
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supercooling time period is to find the number of time steps needed before the

required boundary ternperature reaches -5oC in the results of the numerical sirnulation.

Figure 4.15 shows how the interfacial temperature gradients varied with time for this

case. For the constant velocity case, the temperature gradient was nearly constant for

different phase i ntetface Iocations.
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Figure 4.15 Tempelature Gradients at the Phase Interface (Case 2 (a))

4.2.3 Case 3: Constant Acceleration

An experiment was perfonned to control the phase interface movement to produce a

constant acceleration for an ice-water solidification process,
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The required boundary temperatures predicted by the invelse numerical simulation

were shown in Fig. 4.4. Those requiled temperatures were applied to establish the set

points for thís case, in order to r¡ake the bottom surface temperature vary with tirne as

required. Figure 4.16 shows comparisons between the set points and actual

temperatures of the RTE 140 Bath/Cilculator. Similarly to Case 2, the RTE 140

Bath.iCirculator needed a cerlain time period to respond after the set point was

changed. At earlier time steps, the actual temperature matched the set points well. But

as the temperature of the RTEI4O Bath/Circulator becomes lower at later times, a

longer time period is needed for cooling by a fixed amount. The temperature of the

bath didn't follow the set points precisely at later times, especially when the set point

becomes lower than -20oC. As mentioned earlier, this problem is considered to be

related to the cooling capacity of the bath. A larger capacity would reduce or

elilninate this ploblern, depending on the desired range of expelimental conditions.
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Fig. 4.16 Bath Ternperature and Setpoint (Case 3)
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Figure 4.17 shows the rneasured temperature at each thermocouple location for this

case. Supelcooling of the water was again noted in this experiment of ice-water

solidification. At the beginning of the experiment, since the temperatures of the

bottom surface were cooled down slowly, nucleation did not occur. A longer tirne

perìod was needed to initiate fi'eezing. When ice growth started, its rate of growth

became faster. As revealed in Fig. 4.17, the temperatures within the ice at different

locations decreased at about the same rate.
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Figule 4. 17 Thennocouple Measurements (Case 3)

Figure 4.18 shows how the phase interface position varied with time. It can be seen

that there was a long tirne perìod of supercooling and the measured interface position

was delayed, when compared to the desired position. However, after the period of

supercooling, the interface moved faster and its rate of advance agreed well with the

desired motion.
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Figure 4.19 shows how the interfacial temperature gradients varied with time. For this

constant acceleration case, the temperature gradient at the phase interface increased

when the phase interface location was further from the boundary. As expected, these

results suggest that the interfacial temperature gradients increase when the interlace

movement is accelerated. This result is consistent with thermal requirements of the

interfacial heat balance.

4.2.4 Supercooling Effects

Figures 4.7, 4.12 and 4.17 show the temperature histories at each thermocouple

location for the three cases, respectively. Supercooling of water was observed from

the temperature measurements in each experirnent of ice-water solidification.

Solidification did not start immediately at the freezing temperature, but rather at a few

degrees lower than the fì'eezing point. At the beginning, when the temperatures ofthe

bottom surface were slightly below the fr'eezing point, a nucleation process had not

occurred, but the temperatures at all thermocouple locations have decreased. When

the water was supercooled by a certain extent, ice gowth started from a nucleation

site and latent heat was releasecl in the fieezing process.

Since pure water was used in the experiments, solidification ofa liquid is theoretically

initiated by homogeneous nucleation. Although not quantified in this thesis but

possible in practise that the bottom wall of the test cell or any foreign particles on the

wall constitute nucleation sites (heterogeneous nucleation).

Frorn Figs. 4.7, 4.12 and, 4.17, recalescence was also observed. After the temperatures

at all thermocouple locations converged to the same supercooled tempelature, they

increased slightly over a shofi tirne period, despite cooling by the bottom surface.

When phase change occurred, latent heat was released from the solidifying crystals.

Once this latent heat is released, it is transfened by conduction to the surrounding
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solid or liquid. However, if the rate of release of latent heat exceeds the rate at which

heat is removed fi'om the solidiffing material and the cooling boundary, the local

temperature rises. After that short time period, the temperatures decreased again due

to continued cooling from the bottom surface. After ice stalted to form, the remaining

water was crystallized near 0oC, It was also noticed that the degree of supercooling

(i.e., the temperature difference below the freezing point when ice appeals initially)

was different for the three cases.

From the temperature histories of the three cases, it appears that supercooling has

significant effects on the phase interface movement. When pledicting the required

boundaly temperature in the numedcal simulation, it was assumed that the

solidification starts at the fi'eezing temperature, and supercooling was not included.

Then, while applying the predicted boundary ternperatul'e in the experiment, when this

temperature was highel than the degree of supercooling, the processes still rernained

in the supercooling period, so the phase interface movement did not appeal as desired.

This leads to the delay discussed previously, when controlling the phase interface

movement.

4.2.5 Effects on Microstructule

As seen fiorn Figs. 4.8,4.15 and 4.19, the three cases (constant cooling temperature,

constant velocity and constant acceleration) have different trends of temperature

gradient at the phase intel'face. These variations aÌe expected to have certain effects

on the miclostmctule of ice. Figlre 4.20 shows two irnages of ice fonned during two

different solidification processes. Figures 4.20 (a) and (b) show the constant cooling

temperature case, and the constant velocity case, respectively. It was apparent that ice

solidified differently in these t',vo cases. In Fig.4.20 (a), the lower parl of the image is

white, since the ice formed in the lower section was not transparent and thus white in

color. The higher region of the image is darker, since the ice formed therein was more
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transparent. The darker color suggests that the ice was more transparent, since there

was a black background behind the test cell.

As discussed previously in Chapter 2, the material microstructure is determined by the

temperature gradient at the phase interface, and the phase interface velocity. In this

case, the tempelature gradients varied with phase interface location, and the phase

interface velocity decreased. Thus, the ice formations from the bottom to the top

surface appear to have different structures, since a different transparency can be

observed. Also, certain two-dimensional effects may have led to transparency

variations across the test cell, as this is a slow solidification process with a constant

boundary telnperature of -lOoC. Despite effects to minir¡ize the side heat gains, the

boundary cooling effect is dirninished (relative to side heat gains) when the phase

interface moves further frorn the boundary.

For the constant velocity case, the ice appeared unifonn and white. All regions of ice

were visually identical, with the same transparency. From the previous discussion

regarding the temperatule gradient, the ice formation with a constant phase intelface

velocity had a nearly constant intelfacial temperature gladient. Thus, the ice formed

during this plocess would seern to have the same microshucture. This rray explain

why the ice fon-ned differently in the constant cooling ternperature case, yet

identically in the constant velocity case.

4,2,6 Experimental Uncertainties

Certain sources of enor were encountered in the experiments. For exarrple, the

RTEl40 Bath./Circulator was connected to the heat exchanger by a plastic tube with

insulation. When the fluid circulated between the RTEI40 Bath,/Circulator and the

heat exchanger, there could have been certain heat gains. Effort was taken to make it

as sholt as possible, in order to have minimum heat gains. Also, at each time step,
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when the set point of the RTEl40 Bath,/Circulator was adjusted, the temperature of

the RTEl40 Bath/Circulator cannot reach that temperature irnrnediately. As discussed

earlier, there is a delay (depending on how the temperature difference is adjusted,

usually a few minutes; see Figs. 4.5, 4.10, 4.11, 4.16). At some time steps, the

tempelature of the RTE140 Bath/Circulator never reached the set point during that

time step. The phase interface position deviation frorn the delay of the lequired

telnperature can be accurnulated. Thus, more deviation fiom the desired position can

occur in later stages. Also, the test cell can¡ot be insulated perfectly; there can be a

small amount ofheat transfer between the test cell and the sumoundings.

As discussed earlier', the results are considered to be accurate within +2rYo, in regards

to measurement of the phase intelface position. When compared against a

conventional thennometer dipped into a freezing water sample at a specified location,

differences between thennocouple and thennometer readings was less than about

+1.0 oC. Finally, experìments were repeated under identical conditions, so it is

considered that the reported data is repeatable.
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(a) Constant Cooling Temperature (F180 min)

(b) Constant Velocity (t: I 60 trin)

Figure 4.20 Images of Ice Formation
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

This study presents an expedmentally deterministic method of controlling phase

intelface motion during solidification ol materials. For one-dirnensional ice-water

solidification problems, the phase interface lnotion has been controlled so that it

moves in a specifìed manner. The predicted boundary temperature, based on an

invel'se nurnerical sirnulation, has been used to control this phase interface movement.

A fixed-dornain inverse method was used for the numerical simulations, based on a

Finite Element Control Volume method. Experimental studies were performed for

implernentation of this interface motion control. A rectangular test cell was used fol
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solidification experiments. An automated system controlled the ternperature at the

bottom wall, as predicted by the numerical simulation, by cilculating liquid within the

heat exchanger. Thermocouples give the temperature measurements within the

domain. Digital image acquisition and image processing are performed with IMAQ

and LABVIEW (supplied by National Instruments), in order to detect the interface

position fi'om the images received by a camera. Th¡ee cases were performed, i.e., (i)

constant cooling boundary temperature, where the phase interface moves slower over

time, (ii) constant phase interface velocity, where the phase interface moves at a

constant velocity, and (iii) constant acceleration, so the phase interface moves faster

over time.

The experimental results have shown that the phase interface motion in ice-water

solidification can be contlolled effectively to produce different interfacial temperature

gradients. Cornparisons between measured and desired phase intelface positions

during the ice-water solidification processes show close agreement.

Different phase interface movements and interfacial temperature gradients lead to

different solidified matelial structures. It was observed that the ice fonned differently

with varying transparency in the different cases.

Also, supercooling has irnportant effects on this phase interface lnotion control since

the solidification occun'ed at a temperature lower than the freezing temperature.

Therefore, there is a delay of the phase interface position, when cornpared against the

desired phase interface position. It is anticipated that this method, when combined

with other control strategies such as a closed-loop control system, could provide better

results to compensate for supercooling effects and other errors during the experiments.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE

RESEARCH

Some suggestions for future research are described below.

In this thesis, detenninistic physical influence control of intetface rnotion during

solidification processes was presented. The experûnental results have revealed that

supercooling has irnportant effects on the phase interface movelnent. However, when

predicting the required boundary temperature in the numerical simulation, it was

assumed that the solidification stafts at the freezing temperature and supercooling was

not included. This could be an impofiant reason for producing a delay in the phase

interface movelnent, as discussed in Chapter 4. Thus, a future research goal would be

to consider supercooling phenomena in the numerical simulation.

In the experimental setup, ten themocouples were installed along the centerline (y

direction) of the back surface of the test cell to take temperature measurements. In

ordel to furthel confinn that the effects of natural convection are negligible,

thetmocouple measuretnents at different locations in the x direction need to be taken

to determine whether tempelature variations in that direction are encountered.

In the experimental results, possible leasons for certain disagr.eement between the

actual phase interface positions and the desired positions could be due to supercooling

and other errors discussed in Chapter 4. Future research would address feedback

control to eliminate these enors by using enot information as feedback. Experirnental

studies would be pursued for implementation of realtime interface motion control.

Digital irnage acquisition and image processing could be used to detect the interface

position. The difference between measured and desired interface positions would be

used as feedback to adjust the boundary conditions accordingly, in order to produce

an appropdate interface motion.
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Meanwhile, temperature differences in the liquid give rise to buoyancy forces that

may produce convective motion in the liquid. In conventional treatment in the

analysis of phase-change problems, the effects of convection in the liquid are often

neglected, and heat transfer arises solely by heat conduction. However, dudng

solidification, free convection in the liquid can have an important or dominant

influence on the motion and shape of the phase interface, as well as the rate of heat

transfer. Free convection affects the growth of the solid phase and also affects the

morphology of the solid-liquid interface. Although considering the effects of
convective flow in an inverse model of interface motion largely increases diffìculty

and CPU tirne, it has a fonnidable value to control technology advancement. It is

anticipated that effective interface motion control could compensate for. the adverse

effects of convective flow at the interface (i.e., interfacial non-uniformities) and make

it possible to obtain a desired interface motion and better resulting material quality.

Finally, it was noted that the phase interface velocity and the temperature gradient at

the phase intetface have ceftain effects on the rnaterial miclostlucture. In future

studies, a microÁnacro integrated solidification model incorporating supercooling

could be developed to sirnulate solidification by connecting rnacroscopic transport

phenomena and interface kinetics to the microscopic structure developrnent. It is

anticipated that this rnodel could pledict material microstructures by knowing the

phase interface velocity and temperature gradient at the phase interface.
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Appendix 1

DERMTTON OF EQUATION l2.L4l

Equation (2.1$ is checked as follows. The starting point is the piecewise linear

equation of state, Eq. (2. I 0), i.e.,

e = e,..r (T) + c,..r Q)Q - r, r) (A.l)

Using T.,r = 0 (dirnensionless) and c,., =L in the solid phase, Eq. (A.l) gives
cr

e, =""7' in the solid when it approaches the phase change tempelature.
cl

Then, following phase change into the liquid phase, the Gibbs equation is integrated

from the solid (s) to liquid (l) phase as follows,

la" = f, ,ar + | Ln (A.2)
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where cp, L and ?," refer to the specific heat, latent heat of fusion and liquid mass

fraction, respectively. A linear variation of liquid íÌaction with temperature is

assumed, i.e.,

" T_7,
lt-1,

(A.3)

(A.4)

Fol a pure material, (T¡ -T.) = ¿, which represents a small value (typically of order

l0-3, since phase transition occurs over a negligibly small temperature range). A finite

temperature range is still required in the numerical computations. However, for a

binary constituent matedal, T¡ and rs represent the liquidus and solidus temperatures,

respectively.

Substituting Eq. (4.3) into Eq. (4.2) and integrating,

l,o" = )a, + c,)(r, - r") + L

After dividing by c,LTo (LTo

and le-defrnins ''LT' = stn'L
obtained.

= T, - 7,,,), substituting the earlier result for n" = 
c 
"T' ,
ct

(Stefan number'), the desired result in Eq. (2.14) is
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Appendix 2

TERMINOLOGY OF LABVIEIIT BLOCK

DIAGRAM

In this appendix, the tenns used in the LabVlEW block diagram will be briefly

desc¡ibed. Furlhet detailed infonnation is provided in Refs. [53-54].

1. Figure 3.6

IMAQ Init.vi

Loads an NI-IMAQ configuration file and configures the IMAQ device.

IMAQ Create

IMHal
L-e-l Use IMAQ Create in conjunction with the IMAQ Dispose VI to create or

dispose of IMAQ Vision images in LabVIEW.
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IMAQ Snap.vi

Acquires a single image into Image out. If necessary, this VI perfonns a

system initialization using IMAQ Init before the acquisition. When you invoke a snap,

the VI initializes the board and acquires the next incoming video fiame (or field) to a

buffer. A snap is appropriate for low-speed or single-capture applications where ease

of programrning is essential.

IVB Mask from ROLvi

tÌFl
Iruö | Re-copies the ftnage Src into the Lnage Dst. You can specify if the pixels are

inside the ROI or outside the ROI (set to 0).

IMAQ ROlProfile

F.{+l
LE-l Calculates the profile of the pixels along the boundary ofan ROI descriptor.

This VI returns a data type (cluster) that is compatible with a LabVIEW graph. This

VI also retums other infonnation such as pixel statistics and the coordinates of the

pixels along the ROI boundary.

IMAQ Edge Tool

Finds edges along a path defìned in the irnage. Edges are detennined based on

their contrast, slope, and steepness

IMAQ Convert Pixel To Real World

xel coordinates to real world coordinates, according to the

contained in the irnage. Calibration information is attached to

this irnage by IMAQ Leam Calibration Template, IMAQ Set Simple Calibration, or

IMAQ Set Calibration Info.

l'"@llEI Transfo¡ns pi

calibration information
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IMAQ Set Simple Calibration

ll¡E;l
I E I Sets a sirnple calibration for an image or resets the real-world coordinate

systern in a calibrated image. Wlren used to reset a coordinate system, if the correction

table is still required, the table must be releamed. When Angle Relative to Horizontal

is set to zero, you do not need to make a corection.

Write To Spreadsheet File

lm-l
lùfEl Converls a 2D or lD array of single-precision (SGL) numbers to a text string

and writes the string to a new byte stream file or appends the string to an existing file.

IMAQ WindDrarv
t--:ttlltl
le I Displays an image in an image window, The image window appears

automatically when the VI is executed. The default image window does not have

scrollbars. You can add scrollbars by using the IMAQ WindSetup VI.

Array Size

lÏBþl p",urrl. the number of elements in each dimension of anarray.

2. Figure 3.8

F;ile'"'t-7FõË-fir"-;il opens an existing file, creates a new file, or replaces an

existing file, proglamrnatically or interactively using a file dialog box.

Open/Create/Replace

lHoxl

FiIe
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VISA Open

Opens a session to the specified device and retums a session identifier that can

be used to call any other operations ofthat device.

Read File

FiL161

ffil Reads data frorn the file specified by refnum and retums it in data. Reading

begins at a location specified by pos mode and pos offset and depends on the format

ofthe specified file.

VISA Write

Write
Fn¡ãt

lH url

lffil *ru.. data to the specified device or interface,

Serial Read rvith Timeout.vi
EË¡ì]ñ¡

Æl The Serial Read with Tirneout VI will read bytes until either the requesred

nurnbel ofbytes is received, or until a timeout occurs.

File

Wlites data to the file specified by refnum, Writing begins at a location

specified by pos mode and pos offset for byte stream fìle and at the end of a file for

datalog files.

VISA Close
EEÃ-1
I âfñ
lc \71 Closes a specified device session or event object. VISA Close accepts all

available classes.

Also, the logic flow of the block diagram in Fig. 3.6 will be described.
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3. Figure 3.10

AI Sample Channel

Measures the signal attached to the specified channel and retums the measured

data. The AI Sample Channel VI performs a single, untimed measurement of a

channel. If an error occurs, a dialog box appears, giving you the option to stop the VI

or continue.

Conv Thermo Temp Range to Volt Range.vi

This VI convefis a temperature range and convelts it to the appropriate

mum voltage range for the given thermocouple temperature scale.

Convelt Thermocouple Reading,vi
Fx!'-F ol

lØ11 Conu",t, a voltage lead from a thermocouple into a temperature value

4. Figure 3.13

Wait Until Next ms Multiple

lf:l I

I tåJ I Waits until the value of the rnillisecond tinier becomes a rrultiple of the

specifìed rnillisecond rnultiple. Use this function to sy'nchronize activities. You can

call this function in a loop to control the loop execution rate. However, it is possible

that the first loop period rnight be short. The Wait Until Next ms Multiple function

makes asynchlonous system calls, but the nodes themselves function slnchronously.

Therefole, it does not cornplete execution until the specified time has elapsed.
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Not

{Þ Computes the logical negation of the input.
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